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The hydrodynarnics of batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid dispersions has received 

comparatively Little attention in the open literature even though such systems a i s e  in 

diverse contexts : batch pyrometallurgical processes. radioactive extraction processes and 

oil spills. Initially the two immiscible liquids form stratified layers. Liquid from the 

lower phase is then entrained into the upper phase in the form of small and large drops 

by gas bubbles passing through the liquid-liquid interface. At the end of a batch, gas 

agitation is stopped and the lower liquid phase drops suspended inside the upper liquid 

phase, separate under the influence of gravity. Fine drops separate sIowly and 

consequently a small amount of the more dense liquid phase remains dispersed in the 

upper phase. For pyrometallurgical processes such as slag cleaning, long settling penods 

reduce equipment productivity and metal drops entrained in slag reduce metal yields. 

Both of these effects have sparked interest in slag cleaning and other remedial measures. 

In this work, mechanisms for the recovery of fine water drops suspended in a sunflower 

oii + decane solution by injecting large nitrogen gas bubbles into the dispersion at a low 



flux rate are assessed and it is shown how net rates of fine drop recovery can be 

enhanced by imposing circulation loops within the upper liquid phase that are onented 

perpendicular to the liquid-liquid interface. Such loops are best generated through gas 

injection at or above the liquid-liquid interface. The primary mechanism for enhanced 

fine drop recovery, resulting from bubble injection. arises from improving drop liquid- 

liquid interface coalescence. Large drop-small drop coalescence is shown to be a 

secondary drop recovery mechanism. Bubble injection below the liquid-Iiquid interface, 

a fiequently used industrial practice is not an optimal design option for exploiting these 

effects. 

Measurements of drop concentration in the upper liquid phase reveal that there is an 

optimum gas flux corresponding to the best fine drop recovery rate and that the optimum 

gas flux is a function of fine drop concentration. At the optimum gas flux 20-100 pn 

diameter water drops are recovered at the approxirnately same rate. The overall rate of 

fine drop recovery is up to 4 times the rate obtained by gravity settling. 

The physics of fine drop movement and capture in the experimental flow field are 

modeled numerically. Key features such as the spacial distribution of fine drops and the 

evolution of a complex concentration distribution pattern over time are modeled 

qualitatively. The model provides clear explanations for the drop concentration maxima 

arising remote from the bubble street and near the centroid of the circulation loops, and 

provides a basis for the development of a more general fluid mechanic model for such 

fiows. The importance of mixing in the bubble street. and the flow profile adjacent to the 

liquid-liquid interface is also elucidated. 
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Batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid systems are found in diverse contexts: metallurgical 

reactors (nickel and copper converters, slag deaners); oil slick dispersion/emulsification 

in breaking waves, to cite but two examples. Despite their importance, the 

hydrodynamics of such systems has received comparatively linle attention in the open 

literature (Hatzikiriakos et al., 1990 a & b; Shaw and Kondum, 1992 and Shahrokhi and 

Shaw 1994). Batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid systems possess diverse geometries but 

operate on the same basic principle. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, two immiscible liquids 

form stratified layers initially and return to this stratified state at the end of a batch. 

Liquid frorn the lower liquid phase is entrained and then dispersed by gas bubbles 

passing fiom the lower to the upper liquid phase. Over time a number of possible phase 

distributions arise depending on the ratio of the two liquid phases in the vessel and the 

physical properties of the fluids e.g. emulsions or dispersions (Konduru and Shaw, 

GAS PHASE 

UPPER PHASE 

Figure 1.1 -The formation and evolution of batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid dispersions. 



1990). ~t the end of a batch, agitation is stopped and the liquids separate under the 

influence of gravity. Fine drops separate slowiy and consequently, a small amount of the 

more dense liquid phase remains dispersed in the less dense liquid phase in the form of 

fine drops long after agitation has ceased and the bulk liquid phases have separated. For 

industrial scale processes such as copper and nickel conversion, long settling periods 

reduce equipment productivity and entrained metal drops reduce metal yield, which has 

sparked interest in slag cleaning and other remedid measures. 

The separation of suspended drops or particles is a common processing step applied on a 

huge scale in the chemical, mining and metailurgical industries, as well as in 

environmental emission control operations. Gravity, which is relatively ineffective when 

the drops or particles are small or have densities only slightly greater than the fluid, is 

the usual driving force. As a result, suspensions are lefi in very large diameter settling 

vessels and for long periods of tirne. Maintaining a large settling vessel can be costly, 

specially if the flnid is a valuable one. Any practical means of accelerating separation 

rates would be beneficial in reducing the size of new separation equipment and 

improving through put of existing vessels. Standard techniques for improving 

settling/separation rates such as the insertion of surfaces (Sharifi and Shaw, 1996), 

addition of flucculants and/or a second buoyant particulate phase (Weiland and 

McPherson 1979) are not applicable as limitations concerning the utilization of extemai 

objects and cornplicated structures for settling vessels are encountered particularly in 

metallurgical applications. Therefore improvements in recovery rates for fine drops must 

be realized by other techniques. 

Based on previous studies (Shahrokhi 1993) and anecdotal industrial information, matte 

or metal drop recovery rates from slags can be improved in such cases by injecting 

streams of gas bubbles into the vessels. at moderate gas fluxes, once the principal 

agitation is stopped e.g.: at the end of a batch, and this has become part of standard 

industrial practice. However, an explanation for this phenornenon has been lacking and 

consequently it has not been possible to identiQ clear optimisation strategies. 



1.1 

Over the past four years fine drop recovery in batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid 

dispersions has been explored both experimentally and computationally. 

The specific objectives of the present work are: 

1. To show how fine drop recovery rates from batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid 

dispersions can be improved by gas injection. 

2. To identiQ the mechanisms for the recovery of fine lower liquid phase drops in batch 

gas-agitated Iiquid-liquid dispersions. 

3. To show how passing bubbles through the upper liquid phase and the physicd 

properties of the two liquids affect the recovery of fine drops. 

4. To improve methods for the recovery of fine lower liquid phase drops suspended in 

the upper liquid phase of batch gas-agitated Iiquid-liquid dispersions. 



2.1 ne drpp u e m t r o n  

Mass and heat transfer between two liquids is usually enhanced by dispersing one phase 

as drops in a second continuous phase. Numerous contacting devices have been 

developed expressly for this purpose. The most common contactors are continuous 

mechanically-agitated columns and bubble-agitated columns. Batch gas agitated liquid- 

liquid contactors have received comparatively little attention in the open literature 

(Sharïfi and Shaw 1996, Shahrokhi and Shaw 1994, Shaw et al. 1992, Hatzikiriakos et ai. 

1990, Konduru and Shaw 1990). 

In batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid contactors, the denser liquid is entrained into the less 

dense liquid by bubble passage through the Iiquid-liquid interface. As a bubble passes 

through the liquid-liquid interface a column of lower liquid is entrained. This column is 

stretched and then disintegrates. Fine drops are generated mainly in the necked region 

adjacent to the rising bubble and near the liquid-liquid interface but the finest drops are 

produced near the bubbles where the rate of extension is greatest. Close-up views of the 

region close to the bubble are shown in Figure 2.1 for a liquid-liquid viscosity ratio of 

0.062 (Shahrokhi and Shaw, 1994). The column disintegration is not uniform and is 

characterised by the formation of large drops connected by thin filaments, which on 

fuaher extension develop a secondary varicosity and disintegrate, leaving a rnyriad fine 

drops between the larger principal drops. At the end of the batch, the drops dispersed in 

the upper liquid phase retum to the lower liquid phase. 



Figure 2.1 - Fine drop production at the liquid-liquid interface for a viscosity ratio case 

(0.063). The width of each frame is 4.5 mm: (a) the bubble approaches the 

interface; (b) the bubble stretches the interface and pushes a thin film of 

lower liquid phase; (c) the film peels off the bubble and a column of the 

lower phase is pulled up in the wake of the bubble; (d) the column of the 

lower phase liquid thins just below the bubble; (e) and (f) the necked region 

adjacent to the bubble disintegrates to produce fine drops. (Shahrokhi and 

Shaw 1994) 

Experimental data on drop generation in liquid-liquid systems are sparse and have been 

confined mostly to mechanically agitated vessels at low volume fractions of the 

dispersed phase. Recently, Shahrokhi and Shaw (1994) reported that fine drops in gas- 

agitated liquid-liquid systems are generated by three distinct sources: the disintegration 

of liquid columns entrained by gas bubbles as they cross the liquid-liquid interface, drop 

breakage during collisions with gas bubbles and multiphase drop rupture at the upper 

liquid-gas interface. They showed that while multiphase drop rupture produces the finest 

drops, the relative importance of each of these mechanisms is affected by the physical 

properties of the Liquid phases and system operating conditions. 



1.7 Pdor experimental work (Shahrokhipnd Shaw. 1994) 

The recovery of fine drops from a dispersion of water in oil using a low gas flux was 

investigated by Shahrokhi and Shaw in 1994. Experiments were pertbrmed in a 

rectangular perspex column filled with stratified layers of sunflower oil+decane over an 

aqueous sugar solution. During the experiments, a dilute dispersion of the lower phase 

was generated Uiside the upper phase by introducing large nitrogen gas bubbles into the 

aqueous phase for 30 minutes with a gas flux of 0.026 m/s. The gas injection was then 

reduced to a lower gas 80w rate to evaluate fine drop recovery under new conditions. 

This expenment was repeated for four different Iow gas fiow fluxes. 

Figure 2.2 shows an overview of the effect of four different step changes in the gas flux, 

on the concentration of fine drops between IO and 1 10 pn in diameter. As this figure 

50 1 O0 150 200 
Time (minute) 

Figure 2.2 -The over-al1 effect of step changes in agitation intensity on 

measured fine drop number concentration. 



shows, the new steady state conditions for each gas flow rate was achieued almost 2 

hours afker applying each step change. This figure also shows that almost any gas flux 

gives the same drop recovery result during the first 20 minutes. Figure 2.3 represents the 

same set of experiments based on the volume concentration of dispersed drops. A 

4 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~  d s  gas flux provides the best recovery of fine drops, by volume percent after 

the same t h e  interval. 

It should be noted that during mild agitation fine and large drops are still introduced into 

the upper phase as gas bubbles cross the liquid-liquid interface. In order to prevent 

production of fine drops, other means such as introducing bubbles directly into the upper 

liquid phase must be considered. 

50 100 1 50 
Time (minute) 

Figure 2.3 -The over-al1 effect of step changes in agitation intensity on 

measured fine drop volume concentration. 



. 
2 ossrble mech~rsms for fine dmp recovay 

The coalescence of two drops is accompanied by the draining and rupture of the film of 

the continuou phase separating them. When dmps corne into physicai contact, they 

coafesce into a single but larger drop to minimise the surface area and surface energy of 

the contacted drops (Melik 1984). When drops approach one another, the mobility of 

their interfaces ailows the fluid between them to be squeezed outward with much iess 

resistance than for the rigid particle case. However, in a dynamic situation like drops 

colliding in a mixing vessel, there is the additional complication of a required contact 

t h e  that depends on the physicai properties and the kinematics of the collisions. As 

discussed by Davis, Schonberg & Rallison (1989), this allows for non-zero collision 

rates of non-deforming drops, even in the absence of attractive forces. At a flat interface, 

thinning eventually leads to coalescence, but this is not necessarily true for drops 

colliduig in turbulent dispersions. Key factors affecting the coaiescence process have 

been summarised by Jeffkey and Davies (1 97 1). 

The rate of coalescence between drops is a direct function of collision efficiency and the 

collision frequency between drops. Coulaloglou and Tavlarides (1977) descrïbed 

coalescence fiequency as the product of the collision efficiency and the coalescence 

efficiency. Hatzikiriakos et al. (1990) presented a summary of collision frequency 

predictions, drop rupture and drop-drop coalescence in gas-agitated liquid-liquid 

dispersions. They noted that coalescence eficiency is assumed to be unity or less, and 

there is always a discrepancy between predicted and measured values. The frequency of 

contact between drops in turbulent flows increases substantially in cornparison with the 

number of encounters in a motionless medium or in laminar flow. It should be noted that 

gravity can play an important role in determining collision rates for systems with large 

density differences. In turbulent liquid-liquid dispersions with small fluid density 

differences, gravity is not an important factor in determining collision rates. 

As mentioned before, the focus of this work is on the recovery of drops sufficiently 

small (typically having diameters of 100 pm and l es )  that they remain spherical due to 



their interfacial tension, and their inertia is small relative to viscous forces. Possible 

mechanisms that Lead to drop recovery for this size range of drops include: 

-Large drop-small drop coalescence 

-Drop-liquid interface coalescence 

-Drop-drop coalescence in eddies 

-Drop recovery by flotation 

2.2.1 La- drap - small drop coalescence 

The contact between large and small drops under gravity arises if there is a significant 

difference between their velocities (Figure 2.4.a). For gravity-induced coalescence of 

drops with hydrodynamic and inter-drop forces, theoretical models have been developed 

by Davis (1984) and by Melik & Fogler (1984) to predict the rate of coalescence using 

trajectory analysis, and by Wen & Batchelor (1985) using an asymptotic method for 

solving the convective-diffusion equation. Al1 of these studies show that the 

hydrodynarnic resistance to relative motion for smail drops in the same size range, 

causes the collision rates to approach zero as the attractive forces become insignificant. 

On the other hand, Zinchenko (1982) calculated the rate of gravity-induced coalescence 

of spherical drops of different sizes nurnerically, using a trajectory analysis for pairs of 

drops, without considering the effect of inter-drop forces. His results confirmed that, in 

I a) Large dropsmall drop b) Drop-interface coalescence c) Drop-drop coalescence 
walescence inside eddies 

Figure 2.4 -Possible mechanisms for fine drop recovery 



contrast to ngid spheres, &op collision is possible at fuiite rates under the action of a 

finite extemai force only. He also showed how the rate of drop collisions decreases with 

an increasing viscosity ratio between the drop and the continuous phase. 

The other possibility of contact between two drops is when drops are moving in a 

medium with a velocity gradient. A simple example of such motion is laminar flow near 

a liquid-liquid interface. It is not difficult to see that the existence of the velocity 

gradient leads to contacts between drops of finite radius. A drop situated far fiom the 

interface moves with greater velocity than a drop situated close to the interface. If the 

distance between the two drops does not exceed the surn of their radii, the drops c m  

collide. 

Fine drops rnay reach the horizontal interface between the two phases due to the 

circulation inside the upper phase (Figure 2.4.b). Drops approaching the interface rnay 

also collide with drops present on the interface. This rnay cause them to '%ounce" or 

coalesce. Collision at low relative velocities, being associated with initially small film 

areas, are more likely to lead to coalescence than collisions at high relative velocities. In 

the former case? drops stay together for a longer period of time, i.e. enough time for the 

thinning film to rupture. In the latter case, the possibility of bouncing increases because 

of the greater surface distortions. Thus calmer regions i.e. zones far fiom the bubble 

street are suitable sites for this mechanism to be effective. The only difference between 

drop-interface coalescence and drop-drop coalescence is the time that is available for 

coalescence. Drops sittiiig on the interface stay in contact until coalescence occurs. In the 

drop-drop coalescence case, drops rnay be separated due to pressure fluctuations or 

velocity gradients in the continuous fluid and contact rnay or rnay not result coalescence. 

It is well established that most of the time required for coalescence is the time needed for 

film drainage. Once the film has mptured, coalescence is effectively instantaneous 

except that sometimes a secondary droplet is formed (Charles & Mason 1960). MacKay 



& Mason (1 963) found that the film thickness at the tirne of rupture is about 0.5 to 1 pxn 

for drop diameters up to 2.5 mm sitting on a flat interface. Thomas (198 1) estimated the 

critical film thickness to be about 0.24 pm in turbulent flow. Jones et. al. (1978) made 

similar estimations based on simple lubrication theory and accounted for the effects of 

circulation induced in the drop and the lower bdk fluid, which tends to speed up 

drainage, and the constriction in the film thickness at its penphery, which tends to slow 

it dom.  They calculated the minimum thickness explicitly in a film drainage problem 

for deformable and rigid spheres. 

The mechanism concerning encounters between drops suspended in a laminar fluid, as 

discussed in section 2.3.1, has very limited application in practice. In a turbulent flow, 

small drops follow the behaviour of the fluid eddies very closely. Drops larger than the 

microscale of turbulence (Kolmogoroff length scaie q = (uS 1 E)'" ) follow the rnean 

flow. In turbulent flow, drops smaller than the microscale of turbulence collide with each 

other within eddies, and if they rernain together for a long enough time, drops coalesce. 

In this case, the dynarnics of the intervening film is then the same as for a film trapped 

between two drops in the stationary case. Shimar (1961) proposed that there is a 

minimum drop diameter below which the eddies do not separate colliding drops and 

therefore do not prevent their coalescence. Thomas (198 1) studied this case. He assumed 

that drainage takes place between bubbles steadily pressed together for a period due to 

pressure fluctuations. Based on dimensional analysis, he concluded that bubbles whose 

diameter exceeds 

are much less likely to coalesce than smaller bubbles in a dispersion. He also found that 



if energy dissipation rate (E) exceeds a critical value, it is no longer possible to have 

coalescence in the mixing region. 

The dependence of coalescence on a, , p,, and p, cannot be deduced directly from 

equation 2.1 because the variation of h (the critical rupture thickness) with physicd 

properties is unknown. Calderbank (1958), in a series of experkents on liquid-liquid 

and gas-liquid dispersions, found a weak dependence of  maximum bubble size on 

continuous-phase viscosity. Pavlushenko and Yanishevkii (1959) in a set of stirred-tank 

experiments, found a weak inverse dependence of maximum bubbie size on continuous- 

phase viscosity. Although there is some support in the iiterature for the viscosity 

dependence given by equation 2.1, the experimental evidence is not conclusive. 

The collision of drops smaller than the microscale of turbulence is caused by two 

independent and essentially diflerent rnechanisms. These mechanisms differ depending 

upon whether drops have the same density or a different density nom that of the 

surrounding fluid. Drops that have essentially the same density as the surrounding fiuid 

follow the motion of that fluid completely. Thus, drop velocity fluctuations cm be 

described by the continuous fluid velocity fluctuations. Under these conditions S a m a n  

and Turner (1 956) obtained the following expression: 

where z(rl .rJdrI dr2 is the number of binary colIisions between drops of sizes r ,  and r2 

per unit volume of dispersion per unit time, N is the total number of b p s  of al1 sizes 

present per unit dispersion volume, A(r,)dr, is the fraction of drops with diameters 

between r,  and rl+dr, and  lu)"^ iç the turbulent velocity gradient. This equation 

shows a direct relation between collision fiequency and energy dissipation rate and also 

an inverse relation with the kinematic viscosity of the continuous phase. 

The second collision mechanism cornes about only if there is a significant difference 



between the densities of the fluid and the drops. Because of this siflicant difference, 

drops with different diameters move 4th different velocities, which results in collisions 

between them. Researchers East (1954), Levich (1962) and Pancher (1971) have 

accounted for this "acceleration collision" mechanism in their derivation of collision 

expressions for drops in air. 

Contact between drops inside an eddy occurs on a scde less than the size of the eddy and 

&ses when the drops are very small or the density difference between phases is small. 

Once a set of drops is trapped inside an eddy, the likelihood of coalescence is increased 

since the motion of the eddy does not separate them. The micro scale Iength (q) in the 

wake of a 4 mm bubble is about 450-500 pm which is large enough to carry drops in the 

size range of interest here. Figure 2.4.c shows this type of interaction schematically. 

Flotation processes are used widely throughout industry to remove solid particles from 

water. Bubbles and particles must corne into physical contact for flotation to occur. Gas 

bubbles can generally overtake particles suspended in water. This leads to the possibility 

of bubble-drop contact in gas liquid-liquid contactors. Numerous studies have been made 

on flotation of solid particles more dense than water. Particle/water separation is slightly 

different from watedoil separation because of the difference between surface properties 

of solids and fluid drops. Nevertheless, some of the results of these studies can be 

extrapolated to liquid drops. Basically, it is important to know what parameters govem 

the contact. Flint and Howarth (1971) have calculated the coIlision eficiency of a single 

bubble rising in an infinite field of water containing a uniform spatial distribution of 

particles. Their results show that for srnail particles where inertia is unimportant (and 

this is the case for water drops smailer than 700 Pm in collision with a 10 mm gas 

bubble) collision does not occur. However, they considered the particles to be point 

masses with no physical dimensions. Thus, their definition of collision is when the 

trajectory of the centre of the particle intersects the bubble surface. This omits the 



possibility of oblique or acute collision caused by a particle's surface contacthg the 

bubble as its centre passes near the bubble. 

For the notation process to be successful, drops must attach to gas bubbles after collision 

and must rernain attached. The process is extremely complex because it involves 

hydrodynamics and surface chemistry. Once attached, the accumulation of drops on the 

surface of bubble may lead to coalescence between them. Flow around the bubble exerts 

tangential shear forces that tend to cause detachment, while the surface forces at the 

interface oppose this. Once the drops grow in size this shear force imposes higher 

tangential stress on attached drops to overcome the attachment force and larger drops are 

released. 

2.3.1 Lêy~e  drqo-small drop coaLesc~nce 

Drops with different diameters move with different velocities, which c m  result in 

contact between them. The terminal velocity of smdl  drops in stagnant medium is given 

approximately by Stokes equation: 

Based on this equation a 10 pm diameter water drop suspended in a continuous oil phase 

with 0.0047 P a s  viscosity and 184 kg/m3 density difference, can travel 7.6 cm in about 

2.5 hours whereas a drop with a 100 pm diameter travels the sarne distance in about 1.5 

minutes. Therefore a larger drop with higher terminal velocity may corne into contact 

with a smaller drop especially when the distance between their trajectories is less than 

the radius of the larger drop (Figure 2.4.a). In this case, the small drop with less inertia is 

c h e d  dong by forces of hydrodynamic interaction in the flow of liquid bending around 

the surface of larger drop which depends on the inertia forces of small drop, may reach 



the mface of the larger drop. 

The mechanism for contact between a small and a large drop is the same as the contact 

between fine particles and nsing bubbles in flotation processes. In these types of 

processes the inertial forces are also small. Hence, under the influence of the 

hydrodynamic forces, the particles deflect from the rectilinear path in such a way that the 

trajectories coincide with the liquid streamlines around the bubble. 

The inertial parameter, Stokes number: 

is the criterion allowing one to determine when inertiai forces c m  be neglected (Noll 

(1970), Weber (198 1) and Anfms  (1977)). It is usudly assumed that when SrErcO. 1. 

then inertial forces do not affect the deposition of the particles on the bubble surface. 

Flotation can proceed in such cases by the interception of particles. From the theory of 

flotation of fine particles, it can be assumed that the interaction between a large falling 

drop and a micron size drop should proceed according to the mode1 of inertialess 

interception. In the cases studied in this work, the Stokes number values calculated are 

much smaller than the critical value of 0.1. The results of experiments performed 

concerning this rnechanism are presented in chapter 4. 

2.3.2 &op-&op coalescence in eddies 

Drop-drop coalescence inside eddies is limited to drops with a very low inertia force and 

also in the absence of surfactants. The restriction cornes fiom the instability of eddies 

and their short life time which have a great effect on the time available for the drops to 

corne into contact and coalesce. This mechanism, although it seems to be plausible, is 



diEcuit to assess. The results of experiments performed concerning this mechanisrn are 

presented in chapter 4. 

2.3.3 Drw œ interface coalescence 

Drop interface interaction is limited to drops with an inertia force, when the density 

difference between the dispersed phase and the continuous phase is significant. The 

possibility of contact cornes fiom the caim regime close to the interface that allows fine 

drops to corne into close contact with the interface. Large drops with greater inertia are 

expected to be recovered faster than smaller drops under this mechanism. Chapter 4 

shows how this mechanism occurs and quantifies its impact on fine drop recovery. 

2.3.4 Drop recoverv bv flofafion 

Reay and Ratcliff (1973) performed an analysis for the case where particle inertia is 

unimportant, and they inciuded the effect of particle size. They considered both the 

particles and the bubble to be in the Stokes' flow regime. They calculated the collision 

efficiency to be 

where 

and P is 

p = 2dP2g(p ,  - P,) / 9 W ,  2.7 

Values of Ec calculated for three drop sizes and three bubbles sizes are shown in Table 



4.1. These results show that collision efficiency increases dramatically as drop size 

increases and as the bubble size decreases. For example, the efficiency of collision of a 

0.5 mm gas bubble with a 100 pm diameter water drop is about 27 times greater than 

with a 20 p z  diameter drop. Correspondingly, the efficiency of collision of a 20 pm 

diameter water drop with a 0.05 mm gas bubble is about two orders of magnitude greater 

than with a 0.5 mm gas bubble. Clearly, it is desirable to have large drops and small 

bubbles to increase collision efficiency. 

Gas bubble 

diarneter 

Water drop diarneter 

( crm) 

(mm) Re 20 60 100 

Table 2.1 -Collision effciencies (Ec) for fine water drops with gas bubbles 

Reay and Ratcliff (1973) have shown from their analysis that the recovery rate should be 

proportional to i/dbJ . Their analyses were based on the assumption of Stokes' flow 

which in fact is valid only for bubbles less than 1.0 mm in diameter. Thus, the values of 

collision efficiency obtained from Equation 2.5 are not accurate for the larger bubble 

size. These calculations are also limited to single bubbles and neglect the influence of 

adjacent bubbles. Flint and Howarth (1971) have s h o w  that the collision efficiency of a 

bubble can be increased several times by the influence of adjacent bubbles. This is 

because adjacent bubbles force the streamlines closer to the bubble surface. Therefore, 

the effect of adjacent bubbles is to increase collision efficiency. 

Clearly fine drop recovery under this mechanism necessitates a large flux of small 

bubbles. In this work only large bubbles (3 54.5 mm in diameter) are employed. Thus 



bubble-&op interaction is unlikely to contribute significantly to fine drop recovery. 

4 ubble drrven flow 

Computationai fluid dynamics is an important tool in the investigation of multi- 

dimensional two-phase flow. Phenomenological modeis have been used widely to 

descnbe such flows, but these models are not well suited for scaie up and design in 

general, since they require prior knowledge of the flow structure. For single-phase flows, 

basic knowledge of simple flow is available fkom analytical and/or numencal solutions 

of the fluid mechanics equations. These solutions are supported andor extended by 

experimental results yielding basic information on momentum transport in single-phase 

flows. Such information is not available to the same extent for two phase flows because 

analyticai andor numerical treatrnents of the basic two-phase flow equations are not 

readily availabie. This applies to two-phase flows in general and to bubble-driven liquid 

flows in particular. Because of this, bubble-driven Iiquid flows are not readily predicted. 

Since no mass exchange is considered between gas and liquid, the continuity and 

momentum balance equations can be formulated for both phases independently without 

an exchange term: 

where k = 2,g 

The only difference between the two phases is the sign of the force term % which is 

positive for the gas phase and negative for the liquid phase. The first term on the right 

hand side of Equation 2.9 considers the molecular momentum transfer of laminar flow 



where 

- - 
Tt =p, (VU, -mû;) 

Because of the difference in the densities p, and p,, a gravity term must be considered 

in each phase. Buoyancy effects, leading to a slip between the two phases, are a result of 

the coupling of both phases through a pressure balance. 

2.4.1 /nterg&ase force term 

The force term Fw describes the forces between the continuous phase and gravity forces 

acting on motionless bubbles and particles in a motionless liquid. Since there is usuaily a 

relative motion between bubbles and the liquid, the liquid flow around individuai 

bubbles Ieads to local variations in pressure and shear stress. The resulting interaction 

forces due to these variations cannot be considered in detail within the framework of a 

two fluid mode1 but have to be approximated through more or less empirical conelations. 

Usually three different contributions for the interaction force term are taken into account: 

a fiction force term < , an added mass force term , and a Iift force term , leading 

to the following approximation for the force of the interaction: 

The three contributions are discussed bnefly in the following subsections. 

2.4.1.1 Fric tio n force 

A bubble that moves relative to a liquid accelerates part of the liquid around it and is in 

turn slowed down by the surrounding liquid. The fnction force is the dominant force 

contribution and ofien it is the only one considered. It is common to describe the fnction 

force < as 



where C, is a fiction coefficient for which a large number of correlations c m  be found 

in the literature, depending upon whether single bubbles or bubble swarms in stagnant or 

moving liquid are considered (Johansen, 1990). In general C, depends upon the bubble 

size but this dependence is weak for air bubbles of 1-10 mm mean diameter in water. 

According to Schwarz and Turner (1988), the single value C, = 5 x 104 kgh3s can be 

used, leading to a mean bubble slip velocity of about 20 cm/s, which agrees well with 

experimental values of air bubbles in tap water. 

2.4.7.2 d mass force 

ï h e  friction force takes account of the interaction forces between liquid and bubbles in a 

uniform flow field under non-accelerating conditions. If however the bubbles are 

accelerated relative to the liquid, part of the surrounding liquid has to be accelerated as 

well. Typical examples include the flow fields at the upper and lower end of a loop 

reactor. This additional force contribution is called the "added mass-force" and can be 

calculated fiom the additionai force of acceleration as 

where a number of different correlations can be found for Ca in the literature (e.g. 

Rietema, 1982). If the volume fraction of the dispersed phase is low, Ca = 0.5 is a 

cornmon value. Cook and Harlow (1986) calculated this coefficient for a bubble volume 

fraction of 2.82 % (2 mm bubble radius) and they found that the value Ca = 0.25 is in 

good agreement with the measurements of Hulin et al. (1982). They recommended Ca = 

0.5 only for drops with a rigid surface and this is the value used in the mode1 (chapter 5). 

2.4.7.3 Lift force (Magnus force1 

If a drop with a rigid surface moves in a non-uniform 80w field, the flow field may 



induce drop rotation which in tum causes an additional force of interaction? 

perpendicular to the main flow direction. (The well known ping-pong ball, balancing on 

top of an air jet, is a typical example.) The lift force, often also referred to as "Magnus 

force", can be approximated for the case of potential flow as (Thomas et al., 1983) 

The Magnus force has recently been used in the modeling of bubble columns to account 

for the experirnentally well documented effect that in a uniformly aerated bubble column 

the rising bubbles tend to accumulate in the center of the column (Torvik and Svendsen, 

1990; Grienberger and Hofmam, 1992; Svendsen et al., 1992; Jakobsen et al., 1993; 

HilImer et al., 1994). 

If a particle with a rigid surface is not neutrally buoyant then its speed will be different 

fiom that of the fluid thus giving nse to a "shear" lift. Figures 2.5.a-b show the cases 

when the particle is heavier than the fluid Le. p, > p, in upflow and downflow 

respectively. The terminal velocity is against the main flow in the upflow and with the 
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Velocity profiles of ffuid with p a ~ c l e  

- - - - Vetocity profile of fluid without partide 

..-..- Veloaty profile of fluid relative tg partide 

Figure 2.5- Development of lift force on a particle (Oshinowo 1972). 



flow in the downflow. The resultant velocity of liquid relative to the particle is such that 

a pressure gradient is created and the "shear" lifi on the particle is away from the wall in 

upfiow and toward the wall in downflow (Oshinowo 1972). 

2.4.2 Loop reactors and locallv aerated bubble columns 

In loop reactors, on the other hand, the fluid motion is a result of the feed momentum 

and of density differences between the aerated and the non-aerated parts. 

2,4. 2.1 omentum balance for the aas nhase 

The flow pattern in gas driven liquid-flow depends directly upon the gas flux into the 

reactor. For the Buid flow, the gas velocity, as given by the gas momentum balance is of 

prime importance. However it is quite common to use different simplifications of the gas 

momentum balance. Usually the balance is only considered, in its quasi-steady state form 

since, due to the small gas density, the inertia force for the gas bubbles can safely be 

neglected against other terms in the gas momentum balance at low to medium pressure. 

Different simplifications exist primarily with respect to the interphase force tem. The 

added mass force term is often neglected since it is assumed that the slip velocity 

between both phases is constant. The lift force is also usually neglected since its physical 

importance for gas bubbles with a non-rigid surface is still unclear. An exception is the 

use of the Magnus force with the wong sign in the simulation of bubble columns 

(section 2.4.1.3). 

If the inertia force, the lift force and the added mass force are al1 neglected, the gas 

momentum balance tums into the well known slip relation 

where the slip velocity fi,, between the two phases is either assumed constant or 



caiculated from the pressure gradients with a given fnction coefficient C ,  Different 

correlations are used for C ,  by different research groups. 

The fact that small changes in the tems of the gas momentum baiance used lead to 

substantidly different flow profiles has been exploited by some research groups to 

obtain agreement between experiments and simulation results. It is therefore of great 

importance to test the validity of different assumptions in the gas momentum baiance. 

2.4.2.2 

From the different fluid-dynamic models found in the literature, multi-dimensional two- 

fluid modeis with balance equations for both gas and liquid phases presently allow for a 

detailed description of two phase flow. Only very recently papers appeared where the 

simulation is based upon a dynamic mode1 (Sokolichin et al. 1994; Webb et al. 1992, 

Hjertager and Morud 1993; Becker et al. 1994; Lapin and Lubbert 1994; Lubbert and 

Lapin 1994). In a number of cases these simulations exhibit a substantialiy different 

behavior, which seems to be much closer to what is observed expenmentaliy, than the 

steady state results. The equations of motion are usually derived from the conservation 

equations for mass and momentum for a volume eiement. They consist of the Navier- 

Stokes and continuity equations for the gas phase and the liquid phase, where the 

following additional assumptions have been made: 

isothennal conditions, 

constant liquid density, 

gas density depending on local pressure as described by the ideal gas law, 

no consideration of turbulence. 

al1 bubbles of one bubble class are generated with constant mass at the spargers and 

retain this mass as long as they are in the two-phase domain, that means that bubble 

coalescence and redispersion is negtected, 

the coupling between the two phases will be described through an interaction force. 



5 Spatial drql, concentriWn drstnbwtions 
O O 

In two phase-flow, there is little information on the velocity of either phase in single port 

gas agitated vessels. Measurements concedng solid or droplet suspensions in fluids 

have been investigated maidy in pipe and jet flows to determine the effects of drop 

inertia, crossing-trajectories, &op-drop and drop fiuid interactions, turbulence and drag, 

and the results have been reviewed. Laser-Doppler velocimetry has been employed for 

the measurement of the velocity of each phase. The use of amplitude discrimination for 

rneasurements of the dispersed phase is satisfactory but it is unable to distinguish 

perfectly between Doppler signals of large and srnall drops (Durst 198 1). An alternative 

method was suggested by Durst and Zare (1975) and involves the phase shift between 

Doppler signals at different angles of observation. This technique still does not fumish 

an accurate measure of drop size. 

The Phase Doppler anemometer (PDAs) is an extension of the laser Doppler anemometer 

that usually uses two receiving lenses and photodetectors. PDAs not only measure the 

particle velocity but, by comparing the phase of the signals seen by the two detectors, the 

particle size as well. Particle sizing as this is called is necessary in the analysis and 

monitoring of many industrial processes, products and of pollution. Although this 

technique seems to be an ideal tool for simple dispersed flows, it is subject to 

and remains quite hard to master in real two-phase flows. 

rn Eligible inclusions: The phase-size relationships are well estabi 

limitations 

ished for 

homogeneous spherical scatters. Extensions of size measurements have been 

investigated notably for ellipsoids, and distorted inclusions (Bachaio-1994). 

Difficulties linked with velocity rneasurements on large distorted inclusions have been 

fo und. 

Limitations due to turbidity: Errors in size measurement (Hardalupas et al. -1994), as 

well as in velocity measurement occur due to turbidity. Also, in order to collect data 



in dense mixtures, endoscopie probes based on spatial filtering are required 

(Cartellier- 2 992). 

rn Flux measurements: Flux, number density, mass fraction and interfacial area 

concentration are potentially accessible fiom PDA. However, flux deviations fiom 

expected values of 100% or higher are currently reported in the literature. Among the 

various sources of error (Hardalupas et al. -1 994), two are dominant : (i) the necessity 

to detect al1 inclusions crossing the probe (this requires a very careful adjustment of 

the PDA), and (ii) the effective probe volume depends on the size of the inclusions. 

More efficient correction schemes are now available (Sommerfeld & Qiu -1995). 

Most of the existing studies are concemed with particles smaller than the beam size. 

For inclusions larger than the beam diameter, specific difficulties arise in the 

determination of the effective probe volume, but also the true location of the 

measurements. Indeed, to recover the variables used in the PDA approach, 

measurements must be attached to the position of the inclusion centers. 



Attempts to isolate and predict the coalescence behaviour of dilute dispersions of fine 

drops have not been reported previously for batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid systems. 

Due to the dynamic conditions of batch experiments, special procedures are needed to 

determine drop size and local drop concentrations. Usually surfactants are added to 

extract samples to prevent drop coalescence (Kawecki et al. 1967). Some researchers 

have encapsulated drops through interfacial polymerisation (Mlynek et al. 1972). Other 

researchers choose wax as the dispersed phase and by freezing the drops have been able 

to measure the size distribution of samples. Drop size distributions also are obtained by 

microscopie examination, photography, or photomicrography (Mok et al. 1 97 1, S hinnar, 

1961). 

Ross and Curl(1973) forced a stabilised dispersion through a capillary, where a specially 

designed photometer assembly measured the drop size distribution by determining the 

intensity of scattered light. Another approach is generating laser Doppler signals in a 

dual-beam LDA-system which can readily be explained by light scattering fiom particles 

penetrating a region in space common to both incident light beams. This region is 

usually referred to as the measuring volume of the LDA-system although signals may 

result fiom outside of this volume, Durst (1973). These additional signals are usually not 

considered in laser Doppler anemometry and are eliminated in actual measurements by 

designing the receiving optics to only collect light from the crossing region of the two 

incident light beams. Phase Doppler Anemometry extends the capabilities of Laser 

Doppler Anemometry to simultaneous measurements of velocity and size of the 

scattering particles. This technique makes use of sophisticated and expensive equipment. 



ln this work, drop sizes and concentrations were measured using a non-intrusive high 

magnificaîion videography technique. The detailed procedures employed are outlined in 

this chapter. 

Qualitative observations are needed to support the existence of the proposed 

mechanisms. The following experiments were performed to confirm their possible 

occurrence and their relative importance with respect to fuie drop recovery. 

3. f . -gerimental a-qgaratus and grocdure for obsewino the 
. . coalescence of d r o ~ s  rnsrde eddres 

One of the characteristics of wakes behind moving objects is the generation of eddies. 

Small drops are trapped within these eddies and coalesce. Since observing interactions 

between micron sized drops in the wake of rising bubbles is a very difficult task, a ce11 

was designed and built to observe drop-drop interactions inside the primary wake behind 

stationary solid objects exposed to a tlowing dispersion. The superfkial velocities of the 

dispersion ranged between 0.1 and 0.3 d s ,  and it is expected that the behaviour in such 

cases is sirnilar to that arising behind moving bubbles (-0.17 mk). Figure 3.1 shows the 

shape of this cell schematicaily. The ce11 comprises a small half cylindrical object placed 

between two parallel faces that are 6 mm apart. 

A dilute dispersion of oil in water was pumped into the cells. Dispersed oil was 

generated by injecting a solution of sunflower oil and decane (40% sunflower oil + 60% 

decane) into flowing water at the inlet. The properties of the liquids used are tabulated in 

Table 3.1. Video stills were taken directly from the wake behind the half-cylindrical 

pieces of perspex which were mounted inside the cells. Experiments were repeated with 

different dispersion flow rates and different oil concentrations. Viscosities were 

rneasured using an Ostwald viscorneter and interfacial tension was measured using a ring 

tensiometer. Sources and purities of chernicals are shown in Table 3.2. 



haff-cylinderical object flow distributors 

Figure 3.1 Wiew cell used to obsewe fine drops inside wakes. 
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Table 3.11 -Physical properties of the Iiquid-liquid system. 

Chernical Purity Source 

Table 3.2 -Sources and purities of chernicals 

Video records were obtained using a high speed CCD camera (Phorron I l B )  at 60 times 

magnification. The carnera fiame rate was set to 744 fiames per second at a shutter speed 

of 0.0001 S. The high shutter speed required background lighting which was provided by 

a 1 kW sodium lamp. The sodium lamp is powered by a 0-20 kHz variable high frequency 

series invertor AC power supply. A frosted glass was rnounted between the lamp and the 

ce11 to give even illumination. The video sequences were stored digitally in a 32 MB of 

video memory. Digital images were then recorded on S-VHS video tapes for processing. 



3.1.2 Aggaratus and procedures for large drop-small dmp 

coalescence expe 

A transparent Perspex cell with a rectangular cross section of 6 x 84 mm was used for 

these sets of experiments. This ce11 was designed based on the depth of field of the 

camera. A schematic view of the ce11 is shown in Figure 3.2.a. A series of video records 

were obtained using an Industrial Colour CCD Camera (Panasonic GP-KR402) with a 

shutter speed of 0.001 second. 80 times magnification was attained using extension tubes 

mounted between the carnera and a 50 mm lens. Backlighting of the view ceil was 

arranged by means of a 150 W projector larnp and a black cardboard with a 25 mm 

circular hole in the middle to eliminate spot Iighting on the background. This 

configuration is shown in Figure 3.2.b. 

The ce11 was filled with sunflower oil + decane over water + blue dye. The lower phase 

height was set at 170 mm and the upper phase at 86 mm. The physical properties and 

operating conditions associated with the experiments were the same as those listed in 

Table 3.1. A schematic view of the overall apparatus is shown in Figure 3.3. The 

Figure 3.2 -Schematic of view cell and camera set-up. 



apparatus was designed to produce bubbles which disperse the lower liquid phase in the 

upper liquid phase and to dlow the dispersion to be video-taped in the upper and lower 

liquid phase regions. The bubbles were generated in the size range of 5- 10 mm diameter 

at the base of the column using a 1 mm diameter nozzle. A saturator and a nitrogen gas 

cylinder were used to produce single bubbles at controlled frequencies. A Matheson 600 

series rotameter, equipped with a glass float was used to measure and control the gas 

flow. The saturator was filled with water to minimise mass transfer between the lower 

phase and the gas bubbles. It should be mentioned that changes in physical properties of 

the liquids afier long time gas injection was found negligible. 

During a typical experiment, Nitrogen gas was injected into the colurnn to produce a 

dilute dispersion of the lower liquid phase in the upper liquid phase. Then large drops of 

Lower phase liquid were injected into the upper phase using a burette and video stills 

were taken of their interactions with fine drops. 

Rotameter 

Viewing 
Cell 

\ *% 

;; Microswpic 1 
l i 

Carnera , . I  
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To VCR u 
Saturator 

Nitrogen 
Gas Cyiinder 

Figure 3.3 -ExperÏmental set-up used for measurements of drop recovery rates. 
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* - - . -  aratus and procedures for drog Irgvid-lrwd rnterface 

escence exaerrments 

In these expenments, the same set-up described in section 3.1.2 was ernployed. The 

physical properties of the fluids were kept the same as in Table 3.1. Nitrogen bubbles 

were introduced at the base of the ceil to produce a dilute concentration of fme drops in 

the upper phase. The gas injection was then stopped and, by means of a copper pipe (1 

mm ID) gas bubbles were introduced directly into the upper phase. Video stills were 

taken of the movement of the fine drops along the liquid-liquid interface at 124 times 

magnification. These images were recorded and analysed at 60 frames per second on S- 

VHS video tape. 

3.2 - I emr-auantrfatrve measurements 

3.2.1 Ewerimental a-waratus and wocedurg 

The same ceIl described in Figure 3.2.a was used for semi-quantitative analysis of drop 

recovery mechanisms. For this part of study, a senes of video records were obtained to 

investigate fine drop recovery under difYerent rnethods of rnild agitation. The ce11 was 

operated in a batch mode with respect to both continuous and dispersed phase Iiquids and 

in a continuous mode with respect to the gas phase. 

During a typical experiment. video images were taken directly of the drops at the middle 

of the upper phase as shown in Figure 3.4. The number and sizes of drops Iess than 110 

p m  in diameter were measured using an image processing package (MOCHA) on a 486- 

66 persona1 cornputer equipped with an image digitizer card (Targa). The set-up of 

equipment for analysing the images is shown in Figure 3.5. Drops in a minimum of three 

video stills were counted per measurement. 

In this way, the total number of drops measured was more than 2000. The drop size 

measurements were classified at 20 pm intervals. A sample fiame with the actual 

dimensions of 3.28 x 2. .(O mm is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.4 -Drop concentration measurement location for semi-quantitative 

experiments 
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Figure 3.5 -The Configuration of the video analysis system. 

Fine drop recovery arising from the introduction of a large nurnber of drops and rising 

gas bubbles was examined separately. At the beginning of  each run, a dispersion was 

made by introducing nitrogen gas into the lower phase for 15 minutes with a flux of 

2 x l O" rn l s . The total number and the size distribution of the drops within the upper 

phase was measured and checked to maintain similar initial conditions for ail 
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Figure 3.7 -Examples of initial drop size distributions for the semi-quantitative 

experiments. 

experiments as shown in Figure 3.7. Then the gas was stopped and the foIlowing tests 

were performed: 

{ffect o f  r - .  
r 'nterrnitfent a~rtatron on fine d r o ~  recoverv. 

This test was performed to examine the effect of intermittent random mixing on 

fine drop recovery. In these runs, fine drop concentrations and drop size 

distributions were measured at 10 minute intervals following mixing inside the 

upper phase. The upper phase was mixed using an aluminium rod. 



f Fflect of  S w d  Setrliw on fine drqo recovery. 

This test was performed to examine fuie drop recovery in the absence of 

agitation. Because of the nonhomogeneous concentration of fine drops within the 

upper phase, the average drop concentration codd  only be obtained by mixing the 

dispersion before making measurements. The mixing action disturbed the settiing 

behaviour of the fine drops. Therefore, the expenments were repeated fiom the 

beginning using the same initial conditions for each time intervai investigated. 

f Kffect qf lurse drqrs on fine drop recovery 

Two cases were examined. Large drops (-4 mm diameter) were released fiom 

fixed and variable positions along gas-iiquid interface. These two types of tests 

illustrate the impact of coalescence per se and the interaction between flow 

pattern and coalescence. 

a .  . . 
P from fixed oositions tnsi& the rrpger ohme. 

The large-drop small-drop coalescence mechanism was evaluated 

quantitatively by introducing large drops into the upper phase. A burette 

was used to produce large water drops at the top-middle of the upper phase 

(Figure 3 3.b). Drops were generated at the rate of 160 drops/minute. 

Interactions between large drops and dispersed fine drops were recorded. 

This experiment was also repeated by introducing drops at the upper 

corner of the ce11 (Figure 3.8.a). These changes in the drop introduction 

positions were made to asses their effect on fine drop recovery rate. 

ffect o f  d r o ~ ~  n~ drom ut randorn ~osrtrons in the umer ~ h a s e .  * - 

By moving burette across the top of the upper phase, drops were again 

introduced at the rate of 160 drops/minute, at random positions (Figure 

3.8.c). 



a) b c) 

Figure 3.8 - Experimental methods of drop injection inside the upper phase 

7 Im~ac t  o f  bubble injection on fine d r o ~  recoverv 

Two cases were addressed. Bubbles were generated at a single fixed position and 

fiom multiple fixed positions above the liquid-liquid interface. It was not possible 

to inject bubbles at random positions without disturbing the liquid-liquid 

interface. 

4 a. Wect  q fgas  bubbles risi=-f - - . . rom fixed ~osztrons above the Izaurd- 
. . .  urd zntecface. 

Two tests were again performed to examine the effect of gas bubbling 

position on recovery rate of fine drops. Bubbles were introduced once 

again at the middle (Figure 3.9.b), and at one side of the cell (Figure 3.9.a) 

just above the liquid-liquid interface. The change was made to examine the 

position dependency between gas injection Iocation(s) and fine drop 

recovery rate. The total gas flux was set at 2 x 104 d s  (approximately 

140 bubbles per minute). 



Gas Bubbles Gas Bubbles Gas Bubbles 

Figure 3.9 - Experimental rnethods of gas injection into the upper phase 

. .  . ort p a s m  

A ce11 was designed and built to generate gas bubbles frorn multiple ports. 

A schematic view of this ce11 is shown in Figure 3-10. This ce11 has the 

sarne dimensions as described in Figure 3.2.a. The ce11 contains four ports 

made of four copper tubes ( 1  mm ID) that are long enough to pass through 

the liquid-liquid interface. Two tests were performed. Bubbles were 

injected into the upper phase using two bubble ports (Figure 3.9.c) and 

Figure 3.10 4 i e w  cell with 4 bubble ports. 



another using four bubble ports (Figure 3.9.d). Bubbles were generated at 

1 .O x 1 o4 m/s/port for two bubble ports and at 0.5 x 10* ds /por t  for four 

bubble ports to facilitate comparisons. 

3.3 Measurements of flow field induced bv gas bubbles and spatial d r o ~  

This section provides details of  the expenmental apparatus prepared to rneasure the 

spacial velocity distribution induced by rising bubbles and also the drop concentration 

gradients inside the upper phase. 

Obtaining velocity distributions requires a particular experimental set-up to allow the 

microscopie carnera to sweep the upper phase at any location. In order to permit 

transverses of the entire velocity field, the viewing ce11 was mounted on a two 

dimensional transversing arrangement which permitted rnovement of the viewing ce11 

vertically and horizontally relative to the camera. The rig is shown schematically in 

Figure 3.11 -Rig used for spacial drop concentrations and 

spacial velocity distributions. 



Figure 3.11. The isometric view is sufficient to explain the major features of the set-up. 

The ce11 was initially filled with two phases of sunflower oil + decane over water + blue 

dye. The stratified layers of the two phases were agitated using the same procedure as 

before to produce the initial dispersion of water in oil. Nitrogen gas bubbles were then 

introduced directly into the upper phase. 

The circulation patterns were established in the upper phase with bubbles formed fkom a 

Gas-liquid interface Side wall 

\ J 

Figure 3.1 2 -Locations where local velocities drop concentrations 

were rneasured. 



I mm diameter nozzle located above and in the middle of the liquid-liquid interface. 

Nitrogen gas was set at a 8w of 2 x 104 d s .  The ce11 was moved in the vertical and 

horizontal directions and video stills were taken at 32 grid points on a 4 x 8 matrix 

across and along the upper phase. The measurements of the velocities of drops and 

bubbles were obtained manually with the aid of a Panasonic (AG-1970P) SVHS-VCR at 

60 h e s  pet second. The 3.2 x 2.5 mm video stills were obtained at the locations shown 

in Figure 3.12. The spacial velocity distribution inside the upper phase was obtained by 

measuring the movement of drops Iess than 20 pm in diameter from still to still at the 

locations indicated. It took about 2 minutes to complete one sweep of the upper phase. 

3.3.1 Velocity fluctuation da- close to the bubble street 

The bubble street gives nse to a liquid velocity field where the viscosity of the liquid is 

responsible for the damping of the velocity fluctuations induced by each bubble. 

Quantitative assessrnent of the damping can be made from the analpical solution 

(Batchelor 1967) of the flow due to a boundary which oscillates in its own plane. The 

velocity fluctuations propagate away from such a boundary, into the fiuid, as damped 

transverse waves such that the amplitude of the velocity fluctuations falls off with 

distance (y) from the disturbance as: 

amplitude oc exp(-(o 1 2u ) "' y )  3.1 

where o is the angular frequency of the oscillation. The magnitude of this damping term 

is such that velocity fluctuations penetrate less than one wave-length into the Buid, 

which (at least for plane Bow) is of the order of (u /0y2 and therefore: 

In the present case (gas flux = 2 x 1 0 ~  ds), y is about 13 mm fiom bubble center line. 

Experiments showed that the velocity fluctuations due to the passage of bubbles are 



small at a horizontal displacement of 10 mm from the bubble path. This was the closest 

distance to the bubble street where the measurements of velocity and drop concentration 

could be carried out reliably and could be the hard boundary for the experimentai 

velocity and concentration measurements. 

3.4.1 Factors affecfim imwe gwllfy 

When images are obtained through a camera, intensity values are afTected by variations 

in lighting. Consistent lighting conditions must be maintained if intensity rneasurements 

are to produce consistent resuits. Every h e  captured by the camera should be 

calibrated for background intensity any time there has been a change in lighting 

conditions. Errors in area or size measurements are caused by changes in background 

intensity which results from different thresholds. 

For consistent measurements, the camera was warmed up for at least fifteen minutes 

before making measurements. Cold starting caused the recorded image to have different 

background grey intensity and especially the gray intensity of drops out of camera's 

depth of field. A significant (up to 10%) wann-up drift of pixel intensities was observed 

within the first fifteen minutes, but changes could occur for as long as forty-five 

minutes. 

Most video carneras take an image by interlacing two scans, each captured in 1/60 

second. One image is composed of al1 even lines (the two frames are interleaved to form 

the complete image). Fluorescent lighting tums on and off 60 times per second. 

Consequently, when using fluorescent lighting to illuminate a subject the lighting can 

Vary greatly between the two frames. This problem becomes apparent in the intensity 

histogram for an image where striations appear. The effect can also be visible when 

intensities are measured dong a vertical line where the intensities show a saw-tooth 



form. The zigzag effect can be substantially diminished by applying a smoothing filter to 

the image. 

Threshold 

The intensity resolution in MOCA is 1/256 of the total intensity range. The translation of 

gray Ievels into actual Iight and dark intensities is determined by the equipment and by 

hardware adjustments. To count and rneasure the area of dr~ps ,  they should be isolated 

nom the background. This task is done by defining gray intensity of the interest. 

Measurements of the size and number of drops are very sensitive to changes in 

background intensity, depth of field and initial set-up of the hardware. Each one of these 

parameters has a considerable effect on the measurements obtained. Since the cores of 

drops appear darker than their edges, a minor change in threshold value also causes some 

of the drops present in a size range to shift to another size range. Drops that are a few 

pixels in size can disappear at lower thresholds and can appear to be larger at higher 

thresholds. 

Based on measurements performed on a single frame, in Figure 3.6, an average standard 

deviation of 2 pn for 40 pz diarneter drops was obtained for every unit change in 

threshold. The deviation was much higher when background intensity between frames 

was different. This error was less important when drops were bimed coarsely and when 

a large number of drops were classified. The threshold was adjusted to 210 for d l  the 

measurements. 

Pesolutiort 

Image resolution is determined by the qualit] and seti ip of the system used. To a certain 

extent, resolution can be improved by using more expensive frame grabbers, cameras and 

lenses; however, this is no guarantee of improved performance. Each piece of hardware 

imposes its own resolution limits on the system. The image source, e.g. camera or VCR, 



determines the maximum resolution. Images are digitized both spatially and by intensity, 

and their spacial and intensity resolutions are detemined at this stage. 

The optics in the camera can resolve details d o m  to a specific size, anything 

smdler cannot be distinguished. Objects close to the limit of resolution of the 

instrument may appear blurry and be difficult to distinguish. If the image is out of 

focus, the resolution of finer drops suffers. 

te- resoiution 

Intensity resolution (how difference in light intensity c m  be detected) is 

determined by the image source, the frame grabber, and the configuration and 

adjustment of the hardware. Depending on the quaiity of the camera and Iighting, 

variations in brightness on the subject will be translated into significant 

differences in the digitized image. 

Other factors, such as poor electrical connections or outside interference with the 

electrical signals at the time an image is captured can also affect resolution. The 

combined effect of these errors is such that area measurements on drop size 

measurements obtained for drops in the 10-30 pm diameter size range is least accurate. 

Drops less than 10 pm are not resolved reliably by the apparatus and they were not 

counted in data processing. 

3.4.2 Drqa size calibrafiorl 

Before any geometric measurement, the Frarne grabber Aspect Ratio, FGAR, must be set 

in order to obtain accurate measurements. The FGAR is used to specie the ratio of a 

pixel's vertical and horizontal dimensions. The accuracy of a measurement, i.e., how 

closely it reflects the true value, is a function of the precision with which the 

measurement is made, the precision of the system, and the accuracy of calibration. When 



calibrating the image processing package, a relationship between the number of pixels 

representing an object in a frame and the real size of that object is specified. This can be  

done by calibrating the number of pixels in a row which corresponds to 100 p z ,  or the 

nuber  of pixels corresponding to the area of a 100 p z  diameter drop. If the cdibration 

is inexact, then each measurement based on the caiibration reflects the error 

systematically. In these experiements, the calibration was done by rneasuring the cross 

section of a 1.783 mm diameter wire. The foilowing correlation was obtained: 



4.1 Qualitative assessrnent of the coalescence m e c h ~ i s m s  

4.1.1 Large dropamall drqa coalescence 

In static settlers, the possibility of contact between large and small drops increases when 

the smaller drops move in the same vertical direction as the larger ones. Video stills 

obtained clearly show this type of interaction. SmalI drop-large drop coalescence was 

readily observed as shown in Figure 4.1. However, the number of contacts that led to 

coalescence was few. Thus the industrial practice of injecting gas bubbles below the 

liquid-liquid interface which introduces large lower-liquid drops into the upper liquid 

phase in addition to smaller ones (Shahrokhi and Shaw, 1994), is a possible but 

inefficient mechanism for enhancing fine drop recovery. 

Figure 4.1 - Coalescence between a 5.6 mm diarneter water drop and a 500 prn 

diameter water drop in a continuous decane + sunfiower ail phase. 



4.1.2 Orop Qaurd lruurd interface coalescence 
. .  . . .  - 

Gas bubble injection generates circulation loops in the upper liquid phase that are in a 

plane perpendicular to the liquid-liquid interface as shown in Figure 4.2. This flow is 

characterized by bubbles rising along the centerline and the resultant flow is axi- 

symrnetnc. Under high magnification a shea.  fiow was detected along the liquid-liquid 

interface. The video records show that drops are propetled toward the liquid-liquid 

interface by these circulation loops and start to roll and coalesce once contact is made. 

Re-entrainment of drops in contact with the liquid-liquid interface was not observed. 

Injection of large lower phase liquid drops From a fixed location along the top of the 

upper liquid phase induces a simiiar though less intense flow pattern of opposite sign. 

gas-liquid interface 

Iiquid-liquid 
interface 

Figure 4.2 -Liquid circulation in the upper phase resulting from gas injection through a 

single injection port at the lower centre of the upper liquid phase. 

lescence in eddies 4.1.3 Drop-dro~ coa 

In general, drops tend to become trapped within the enclosed wake behind bubbles and 

can coalesce over time as the motion of eddies does not separate them. Video records 



were taken which show the circulation of liquid and the movement of fme drops in the 

prïmary wake of half-cylinder objects. Experiments were repeated for different 

dispersion flow rates and concentrations. Increasing the Bow rate of continuous phase 

generated larger pnmary wakes and more drops were trapped in this region. At lower 

flow rates the size of the primary wake decreased but the number of collisions also 

decreased. While collisions between small drops were noted no indication of coalescence 

was observed. These observations plus the sparse small-drop large-drop coalescence data 

discussed above show that drop-drop coalescence is a drop recovery mechanism of 

secondary importance and coalescence between small-drops in particular can be 

neglected. 

4.2.1 The imp-gitatron mefhods - a 

The results from the fine drop (< 110 j.m diameter) recovery experiments are 

sumrnarized in Figures 4.3 .a and 4.3 .b. The measurements were done from a single point 

as shown in figure 3.4. As expected, at long settling times most of the fine drops are 

recovered regardless of the action taken. The greatest differences in the drop recovery 

results, for different agitation methods, arise at shon times. 

Intermittent a_arfntion 
. . 

I 

Random intermittent agitation of the upper phase yields the lowest rate of fine drop 

recovery. This arises because as drops settle the concentration of drops varies with 

elevation in the upper liquid phase. The dispersion thins out from the top and thickens 

close to liquid-liquid interface. Random disturbances (intermittent agitation) in the upper 

liquid phase reduce the net drop settling rate below the undisturbed standard settling case 

and Figures 4.3.a and 4.3.b clearly show that agitation per se inhibits fine drop recovery. 

I Standard settling 

Settling rate for single drops or particles c m  easily be calculated using the Hadamard- 
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Figure 4.3.a -0verall Fine drop removal by number percent. 
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Figure 4.3.b -0verall Fine drop rernoval by volume percent. 



Rybcynski equation (4.1). This equation gives the terminal velocity of a fluid drop in 

creeping flow by equating the totai drag to the net gravity force, 

In equation 4.1 the fluid particle is assumed to move relative to a fluid of infinite extent 

with its interface completely free from surface-active contaminants. The presence of 

surface active agents eliminates interna1 circulation and equation 4.1 reduces to: 

Using this latter equation (Stokes law), the fraction of drops rernaining dispersed at any 

given time can be obtained using: 

where H = the height of the upper phase 

Results of sample calculations are shown in Figure 4.4. Expenmental results for standard 

settling are shown in Figure 4.5, where the data were obtained by measuring &op 

concentrations at 28 grid points at 15 minutes intervals. Cleariy, hindered settling and 

electrostatic forces reduce the settling speed below that of individual drops and the 

results are quantitatively different from the behaviour of a single drop in an infinite pure 

fluid. The difference is less pronounced for smaller size drops. 

* .  

7 id agrtaizon w large draps 

With reference to Figures 4.3.a and 4.3.b, results from the large drop injection 

experiments show that large-drop srnail- drop coaiescence is a codescence mechanism of 

secondary importance. This c m  be concluded by comparing random drop injection to the 
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Figure 4.4 -Drap retention in the upper phase (using equations 4.2 and 4.3) 
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Figure 4.5 -Drap retention in the upper phase (standard settling method, 

experirnental results). 

impact of the circulation loop(s) generated by injecting large drops from fixed positions 

(center and side), at the same drop flux. When drops are injected at the top corner of the 



upper liquid phase (side &op injection) one loop is formed. Injection at the middle of the 

upper edge generates two loops. Random &op generation simply disturbs the upper 

liquid phase. At 20 minutes, for example, the volume percent recovery for side and 

center drop injection are approximately 40 and 50 percent respectively. Random &op 

injection is about 30 percent and standard settling is 25%. Clearly, large drop-small drop 

coalescence is a much less effective mechanisrn in drop recovery than circulation loops 

in the upper liquid phase. 

n with large hubb[es 

As noted, drops may undergo collision and coalescence in the wake of bubbles, but this 

was not observed. Three sets of experiments were performed to assess the impact of 

bubble injection on the rate of fine drop recovery at fued values of gas flux. The results 

are shown in Figures 4.3.a and 4.3.b. The number of circulation loops depends on the 

number and position of gas injection ports. Four ports generate 8 loops, center bubble 

injection 2 loops and side bubble injection 1 loop. Bottom-center bubble injection has 

the greatest impact on fine &op recovery at the experimental gas flux (2 x Io4 rns-l). 

Comparing these results with the standard settling case shows a three to five fold 

improvement in fine drop recovery &ter 20 minutes, based on volume and number 

percent respectively. The bottom-center gas injection experiment was repeated to check 

Figure 4.6 -The reproducib the 

bottom-center single bubble 

injection port experiments, 

superficial gas flux = 2 x 1 0 ~  
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the reproducibility of these experiments. AS shown in figure 4.6 a maximum difference 

of 4 number percent for the mean was obtained (at 20 minute). Other experiments were 

not repeated. 

The results of different drop and bubble injection options show that fine drop recovery 

can be improved several fold depending on the number and position of &op or gas 

injection ports. This factor can only be related to the flow pattern that each technique 

imparts in the upper liquid phase. Each flow pattern has a direct impact on the flow close 

to the liquid-liquid interface which is a fûnction of number of circulation loops. The 

experiments with bubble injection confirm the importance of circulation loops, 

particularly with respect to the recovery of smaller drops, and therefore the dominance of 

the &op liquid-liquid-interface coalescence mechanism in fine drop recovery process. 

4.2.2 The iwac t  of circulation patterns on fine drop recoverv 

Rising bubbles or falling drops generate convection flows in the shape of circulation 

loops inside the upper phase. The results sumrnarized in Figures 4.3.a and 4.3.b point to 

an optimum number of loops per unit length of interface. For the apparatus in this study, 

the value of the optimum is two to four loops for gas injection and at least two loops for 

drop injection over a 0.086 m distance. 

The impact of the number of recirculation loops on the recovery rates of various drop 

sizes for the gas bubble injection experiments is shown in Figure 4.7 and for the large- 

drop injection experiments in Figure 4.8. In both experiments the rate of drops and gas 

bubbles injection was the same in term of numbers. A similar pattern emerges in both 

cases. The latter figure shows that the lower speed large-drop induced recirculation loops 

are less effective with respect to fine drop recovery than the higher speed bubble induced 

recirculation loops. These results address the importance of circulation speed and the 

number of circulation loops on fine drop recovery. It should be noted that these results 

are semi-qualitative as drop concentration was only measured at one location for these 

experiments. 
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4.3 Flow field in the ugaer liauid ohase 

Given the importance of circulation loops in fine drop recovery, the flow pattern in the 

right half of the ce11 for a single centrally located bubble port was investigated. The ce11 

was mounted on two sliding rails, and was moved in the vertical and horizontal 

directions so that video records could be obtained at 28 grid points over a two minute 

period. The velocities of drops and bubbles were measured manually from successive 

video stills recorded at 30 frames per second. Bubble speeds were measured directly. The 



flow field was dominated by a single recirculation loop where the maximum recorded 

liquid speed was - 551 x IO-' rns-' . Reliable liquid velocity measurements could not be 

obtained near the bubble street and the upper-liquid air interface due to fluctuations and 

the speed of the flow, respectively. 

4.3.1 F l o w a m n  wrthrn circdation loom 
. - 

The bubble driven liquid Bow studied in this work is characterized by bubbles rising 

along the centerline of the view ce11 with the resultant flow being axi-symmetric. The 

general flow pattern, in the right half of the cell, which is induced by the bubble street is 

shown in Figure 4.9. The flow is dominated by a single circulation loop. Rising bubbles 

in the cell carry Iiquid upward. This effect was first reported in bubble columns by De 

Nevers (1968), who stated that the liquid circulation pattern is induced by density 

differences caused by maldistribution of the bubbly phase across the cross sectional area 

of the colurnn. 

The vertical variation of the bubble velocity is shown in Figure 4.10. The bubbles move 

at a Reynolds number (dbvb ,U ) of approximately 126. The figure shows that the bubble 

velocity increases until it reaches its terminal velocity. The measured terminal velocity 

for a single 4 mm diameter bubble rising in a stagnant upper liquid phase is about 135 

mm.s". The experiments show the bubble street rises at velocities of about 175 m m i 1  

relative to a fixed reference fiame. This difference is due to the liquid motion in the ceIl. 

However, the appropriate value of the terminal velocity is uncertain due to the tolerance 

on the diameter of the bubbles and other factors. For example, it is well known that the 

hydrodynamics of rising bubbles is strongly influenced by the impurity content of the 

interface layer between the gas inside the bubbles and the surrounding liquid. This 

dependence was reported by Brankovic et al. (1984). Durst et. al. (1986) showed that the 

bubble velocity decreases with increasing distance fiom the bubble generating nozzle as 

surfactants accumulate at the interface. Figure 4.10 shows that bubbles accelerate near 

the nozzle and decelerate near the gas-liquid interface. The maximum bubble velocity is 



achieved about six bubble diameters away from the nozzle and deceleration starts about 

three bubble diameters from the free liquid surface. 

Drops with d a 20 pm are sufficiently small to follow the main flow and, hence, fluid 

velocity measurements can be carried out by measuring the velocity of drops in this size 

range. Detailed liquid-velocity profiles were measured and the profiles in the vertical and 

O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 

V b N b  max 

Figure 4.9 -Experimental results of spacial Figure 4.10 -Vertical (center line) dev- 

velocity distribution in the right half elopment of bubble velocity of 

the upper liquid phase. (v, rnax= 175 mm-8) .  



Figure 4.11 Local upper Iiquid vertical velocities. 

Figure 4.1 2 -Local upper liquid horizontal velocities. 



horizontal directions are presented in Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 respectively. The horizontal 

velocity profiles in Figure 4.12 exhibit a maximum near the free surface where the 

vertical flow, entrained by the bubble column, approaches the free surface and is 

deflected horizontally. It was not possible to obtain measurements of the liquid velocity 

in the vicinity of the bubble street and the free surface. This was because of the velocity 

fluctuations (bubble street) and the high speed of drops (gas-liquid interface). 

Experimental velocity values were obtained fiom the average of 7 highest values among 

15 measurements at each measuing point. The highest deviations are in measurement of 

velocities close to the nsing bubbles (1 cm distance) of up to 9.4% (midway between 

liquid-iiquid interface and gas-liquid interface) and the lowest deviations are in low 

speed regions, down to 0.3 1% at lefi-bottom corner of the cell. 

- al drop concentra n d~strrbutron~ 

4.4.1 Drop concentration drstnbutions time dependence m .  

The relative local concentration of drops as a fimction of time is presented in Figures 

4.13.a-d for four measurement times (4, 15, 30 and 45 minutes). Figure 4.13 .a shows a 

relatively homogenous drop concentration distribution over the upper liquid phase after 4 

minutes. Figure 4.13.b shows that relative drop concentrations after 15 minutes are lower 

near the side wall and close to the bubble street. The relative concentrations reach a 

maximum value around the position of dx,, = O S  at any elevation. This issue is 

addressed in Chapter 5.  Figure 4.13.c shows a slight shift in the location of the maximum 

relative concentrations at higher elevations toward the side wall at 30 minutes. Figure 

4.13.d shows the relative drop concentration profile after 45 minutes of mild agitation. 

Drop concentration is nearly uniform. 

The detaiied relative drop concentration profiles by size range are presented in Figures 

4.14 to 4.18. These figures show the evolution of concentration profiles for each drop 

size range. Figures 4.14 to 4.16 have similar patterns as in Figure 4.13. Figures 4.17 and 

4.18 again show a shift in maximum concentrations from left to the side wall. The only 



difference between these latter two figures which represent the concentration of Iarger 

size drops, and other figures, is the tendency for such drops to concentrate close to the 

side wall and at the liquid-liquid interface. 

a) t = 4 min. b) t = 15 min. 
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Figure 4.1 3 -The evolution of the percent relative number concentration distribution for 

the 10-1 10 prn diarneter drops across width of the ceIl (Single bubbling 

port at the bottom-center of the upper phase, superficial gas fiux = 2 x 1 0 ~  

mis). 
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Figure 4.14 - The evolution of the percent relative number concentration distribution for 20 Fm diameter drops across the 

width of the cell (Single bubbling port at the bottom-center of the upper phase, superficial gas flux = 2x10.~ rn/s). 
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Figure 4.18 -The evolution of the percent relative number concentration distribution for 100 pm diameter drops across the 

width of the cell (Single bubbling port at the bottom-center of the upper phase, superficial gas flux = 2x10*' rnls). 



4.4.2 Drop concentcation contours 

Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.21 show the relative drop concentration contours inside the 

upper phase after 15 minutes of mild agitation (gas flux = 2 x 1 0 ~  mi'). In general drops 

are concentrated at higher elevations with a centroid at X%XmBX between 0.4 and 0.5. 

Large spatial drop concentration variation dong the upper phase are evident. A small 

additionai zone is present down near the side wall with higher concentration than 

adjacent regions. This is show most clearly in Figure 4.21 where the relative 
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Figure 4.19 -0verall relative number 
concentration contours for drops 
between 10-1 10 prn in diameter 

in right half of the upper liquid 

phase (15 min. after starting mild 

agitation). 

Figure 4.20 -0verall relative volume 
concentration contours for drops 

between 10-1 10 pm in diameter 

in right half of the upper liquid 

phase (1 5 min. after starting mild 
agitation). 



Figure 4.21 - Relative drop number concentration contours for different size ranges 

in the right half of the upper liquid phase (after 15 min. mild agitation). 



concentration contours by drop size range are shown. The relatively high concentMtion 

zone near the wall is most pronounced for large drops (Figures 4.2 1 .d and 4.2 1 .e). These 

important results provide a clear indication of how the circulation loops facilitate drop 

recovery. They appear to drive drops preferentially into a segment of the liquîd-liquid 

boundary remote from the gas injection port which as a consequence of mathematical 

modeling , chapter 5, is to become known as the drop "capture zone". 

Downward flow in the boÿndary near the side wall is an important aspect of this 

phenornenon. Han et al. (1994) measured the distribution of insoluble particles within a 

few millimeters of a tube wdl in a downward flowing liquid in order to examine the 

efTect of velocity gradients on particles less than a few hundred pm in diameter. Their 

experimental results showed that particles that are more dense than the liquid, 

concentrate near a solid surface depending on the density and size range of the particles 

and the flow speed. This laterai motion of particles is as a result of the velocity gradient 

that causes particles to rotate due to the extemal couple exerted upon them and they are 

pushed closer to the side wall. Generally, a drop close to the side wall experiences not 

only gravitational force and a drag force parallel to the stream velocity, but a lateral lift 

force as well, at right angles to the stream. 

In this work, lateral velocity gradients arise remote from bubble ports in multiport cases 

and a velocity gradient is also rstablished close to the side wall. One can expect that the 

drops within the wall boundary layer are pushed close to the side wall. Thus drops which 

are trapped in this region are transferred close to liquid-liquid interface. The observed 

concentration profiles reflect this effect. The horizontal boundary adjacent to the liquid- 

liquid interface also contributes to drop recovery in a similar manner. 

ment of small vs. lame Drons 

When drops close to the side wall reach the liquid-liquid interface, they can coalesce or 

get re-entrained. Re-entrainment of a drop by the continuous phase flow above the 



liquid-liquid interface does not occur when the vertical component of extemal forces 

acting on the &op, moves the &op down to the interface before it reaches the bubble 

Street. Re-entrainment of drops that reside on the interface was not observed. 

4.6 The effect of aas flux on fine d m  recovery 

Figures 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 show the effect of gas flux on fine &op recovery. Results 

fiom individual experiments have been nonnaiized for the sake of cornparison as the 

initial concentrations varied somewhat. Tt should be noted however that great care was 

taken to establish initial conditions with minor variations for each experiment. As seen 

in al1 three figures, the most favorable gas flux appears to &se at about 5 . 0 ~ 1 0 ~  mis 

initially and the highest drop recovery rate is attained by reducing gas flux, on both a 

n u b e r  and a volume basis as drop recovery proceeds. 

Additional insight can be gained by investigating the effect of gas flux on the recovery 

of drops in specific size ranges (Figures 4.24.a-e). The optimal gas flux for all five size 

ranges is similar. Further, at the optimal gas flux, the recovery rate for drops in al1 five 

size ranges is also similar. This contrasts dramatically with the standard settling case, 

where drop recovery exhibits a strong size dependence. 

I t  is not clear why the optimum gas flux decreases at long times. One can speculate on 

the role of the concentrated dispersion region in the boundary layer adjacent to the 

liquid-liquid interface and near the side waii, but it was not possible to measure drop 

concentrations in these regions (within02 mm of the interfaces). At longer settling times 

it is anticipated that the concentration in these boundary Iayers decreases thus decreasing 

the apparent viscosity of the dispersion Iocally. At lower apparent viscosities, a thimer 

boundary layer with higher velocity is obtained for a fixed gas flux. The higher velocity 

close to the liquid-liquid interface gives less time to drops to travel d o m  toward the 

interface under gravity. Thus lowering gas flux provides a calmer regime of flow for fine 

drops to reach the liquid-liquid interface. The velocity gradient close to the liquid-liquid 
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Figure 4.22 -The effect of gas flux on the overall recovery of fine drops (number %) 

as a function of time (center gas injection). 

Figure 4.23 -The effect of gas flux on the overall recovery of fine drops (volume %) 

as a function of time (center gas injection). 
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interface also causes drop spinning which acts against gravity and drops are puiled down 

slower. This issue is discussed in more detail in chapter 5. - 
The results of these experiments clearly show that drop liquid-liquid interface interaction 

is the prirnary mechanism for fme drop recovery in batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid 

dispersions. Large-drop smdl-drop coalescence is shown to be a secondary mechanism. 

One of the key findings is that fine drop recovery is largely independent of drop size at 

the optimum gas flux and that the rate of drop recovery is significantiy greater than 

under the influence of gravity alone. It  would appear that circulation loops are quite 

efficient at transporting drops from the bulk to the liquid-liquid boundary layer, and that 

the transport process is not sensitive to drop size. 

A physicd picture of this transport process emerges from the expenmental data. 

Circulating drops regardless of size enter the bubble street at random locations below the 

eye of the circulation loops and emerge from the bubble street close to the Liquid-gas 

interface. A significant fraction of the emerging drops then follow the strearnlines within 

the shear boundary layers adjacent to the wall and iiquid-liquid interface where they 

coalesce with the lower liquid phase. The importance of these boundaries is addressed in 

chapter 5. 

In the next chapter we explore our understanding of the physics of drop movement in the 

experïmental velocity field shown in Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 where emphasis is placed on 

the role of dispersion rnixing in the bubble street and the flow profile adjacent to the 

liquid-liquid interface in the delivery of drops to the lower liquid phase. 



5.1 Introductio~ 

Computational fluid dynamics is an important tool in the investigation of mdti- 

dimensionai two-phase flow. Phenomenological models have been used widely to 

descnbe such fiows, but these models are not well suited for scale up and design in 

general, since they require prior knowledge of the flow structure. For single-phase flows 

analytical a d o r  numerical solutions of the fluid mechanics equations are available. 

These solutions are supported a d o r  extended by experimental results yielding basic 

information for specific cases. Such information is not available to the same extent for 

two phase flows because analpical and/or numerical treatrnents of the basic two-phase 

flow equations are not readily available. This applies to two-phase flows in general and 

to bubble-dnven liquid flows in particular. Because of this, bubble-driven liquid flows 

are nor readily predicted. 

The initial goal of this rnodeling work was to calculate the bubble induced flow field in 

the upper liquid phase in the absence of fine drops and then to track the trajectory of 

drops introduced at arbitrary positions based on the velocity field obtained. Such 

computations were expected to shed light on the mechanism(s) involved in the recovery 

of drops at the liquid-liquid interface and on the spatial drop concentration distributions. 

Spatial drop concentration distributions c m  only be predicted accurately if the flow 

structure is available prior to drop trajectory calculations. Thus the model was simplified 

and a two dimensional drop trajectory model was imposed on an experimental velocity 

field. The tlow field selected corresponds to that induced by center bubble injection at a 

gas flux of 2x10-' 4 s  as illustrated in Figure 4.9. 



I .  er Iruurd ahase flow field 

A cornputer code was written to interpolate the flow field velocities between the 28 

experimental grid points and to extrapolate the flow field to the boundaries. The 

experimental velocities are reported in Figure 5.1 where the x any y axis origins are 

centered on the bubble injection port. To extrapolate the flow field to the bubble street 

and gas-liquid boundaries where it was not possible to make velocity measurements, the 

mass conservation equations in the verticai and horizontal planes were applied to the 

expenmental data to obtain values for u(y) and v(x) at the center of the bubble street and 

at the gas-liquid interface (equations 5.1 ). 

Experimental velocity distribution 

inside the upper liquid phase 

(Gas flux = 2 x 1 0 ~  ms-'). 



The velocities at the wall and liquid-liquid interface were assumed to be zero. Thus the 

computational Bow field is based on a total of 60 grid points. The model uses linear 

interpolation to obtain velocities at intermediate points. To compute the velocity at an 

arbitrary point (x,y) which falls between the grid points let xi i x S xi+, . und y, r y I y,+,, 

as shown in Figure 5.2. The symbol o indicates points at which velocities are available. 

The model first interpolates linearly through j;, and fi+lJ, and through A,+] and f;+] j+l, 

to obtain approxirnationsh and fa to f&y) at the point A and B. Then it interpolates 

linearly through f .  and fB to obtain the final approximation for f&y) given in equation 

5.2. 

Figure 5.2 -Illustration of linear interpolation in two dimensions. 

where, 

are weighting factors. 



. ctorv C o m t t o n  Procedure 

This section descnbes how trajectories for individual dispersed phase drops are modeled 

in detail. The modeling approach is based on the inertia hydrodynamic drag, lift and 

gravity forces applied to dispersed phase drops. 

5.3.1 Overview of dispersed phase modelinu procedures 

The initiai position, velocity and the size of a &op must be defined. These initiai 

conditions, dong with other inputs defuiing the physical properties of the dispersed 

phase, are used to initiate trajectory calculations. The trajectory calculations are based on 

a force balance on the drop using the local continuous phase conditions as the &op 

moves through the flow. This force balance equates the drop inertia with the forces 

acting on the drop, and can be written as: 

x-direction 

y-direction 

These are the equations for the unsteady motion of a rigid particle in creeping flow. The 

solution to this equation was developed by Basset (1888) with refinements by Landau 

and Liftshitz (1959). The first term of equation 5.5 is the Stokes drag for steady motion 

at the instantaneous velocity. The second term is the "added mass" or "vimiai mass" 

contribution which arises because acceleration of the particle requires acceleration of the 

adjacent fluid. In general, the instantaneous drag depends not only on the instantaneous 

velocities and accelerations, but aiso on conditions which prevailed during development 

of the flow. The final term includes the "Basset history integral", in which past 



acceleration is included, weighted as (t-s)'", where (t-s) is the time elapsed since the past 

acceleration. The form of the history integral results from diffusion of vorticity from the 

particle. 

Due to the possible impact of lift on dispersed drops close to the side wall and the liquid- 

liquid interface, lift force was aiso included in the equation of motion. Equation 5.7 used 

in this program was developed by Saffman (1965) who showed that the lift force (for the 

x-direction) applied to a sphere rotating in a fluid in simple shear is given by: 

where 

ReGv = c,,rd2 / u and Gy =&c/i3x 5 -8 

As an equivalent expression arises for the Y-direction, the equations of motion using 

equation 5.5 and 5.6 in x and y directions are: 

x-direction: 

y-direction: 



Equations 5.9 and 5.10 are solved by step-wise integration. Particle location and velocity 

are updated according to these equations of motion f i e r  each tirne step. Care was taken 

to ensure that any reduction in time-step value gave the same drop trajectory. For the 

case of a 100 pm diameter drop the time step was set at  IO^ seconds. For any time step 

larger than this value different &op trajectories result. 

5.3.2 Boundaty muts for the ersed phase 

When a drop reaches a physical boundary, the 

boundary condition to determine the trajectory at 

mode1 m u t  possess a dispersed phase 

that boundq.  

The boundary conditions are: 

drop-interface collision energy is absorbed and drops stay attached to the 

boundary until they fa11 under the influence of gravity. The interface acts as a 

non-rigid boundary therefore this appears to be a suitable assumption. Refiection 

was also considered but the impact on the results is not significant. 

Side wall: 

drops rebound off the side wall boundary with a change of sign in their horizontal 

speed. Alternatives such as setting the horizontal drop velocity to zero at the side 

wall were aiso considered. However this boundary condition remains inactive as 

results of a test simulation with 1000 drops of 100 pm in diameter showed. By the 

end of this simulation al1 of the drops were recovered at the liquid-liquid 

interface. Not cne of the drops touched the side wall. 

. . . . .  zaurd-lraurd znterface: 

drops are assumed to sorb when they contact the liquid-liquid interface. Contact 

terminates the trajectory calculation. Experirnental observations showed that the 

liquid-liquid interface remained immobile during gas injection. The horizontal 



velocities at this boundary were assumed to be zero. However conditions at this 

boundary play an important role in predicted fine drop recovery rates and this 

issue is addressed again in sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.5.2. 

Bubble street; 

Due to the turbulence arising in the bubble street, drops entrained into the 

individual bubble wakes are assurned to mix randomly. The radius of this mixing 

zone is unknown but bounded. The value is of the same order as the average 

bubble radius or -2 mm. This is a key assumption in the mode1 and cannot be 

verified expenmentally due to its idealized nature. Drops entering the mixing 
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zone in the lower left of the 80w field can emerge at the upper left where the 

horizontal velocity changes sign (Figure 5.3.a). While individual drops emerge at 

random points in that interval, on average, they must follow the velocity profiles 

in order to ensure uniform drop concentration at the emergence plane. A 

distribution function was designed for this purpose and is s h o w  in figure 5.3.b 

where the normaiized velocity distribution above the circulating eye and the 

normalized probability distribution of 3000 emergence points generated by the 

program are compared. 

Since the normalized velocity distribution is not a function of mixing zone 

bandwidth, the same random number distribution can be used for al1 the 

bandwidth values. The importance of this parameter is addressed in section 5.4.7. 

Drop trajectories are computed by integrating the force balance on a drop. The effect of 

drops on the continuous phase is not considered. This is an adequate approximation 

when the dispersed phase is present at a low mass and rnomenturn loading. 

This computation procedure is expanded as follows: 

Interpolation of u and v at any x and y position prior to introduction of a drop; 

Introduction of the dispersed drop by calculating the drop trajectory starting fiom an 

arbitrary initial position; 

Calculation of the position of the drop after one time step; 

Interpolation of u and v at the new x and y position; 

Recaiculation of the drop trajectory at each time step until the drop reaches the 

liquid-liquid interface, or a total time constraint is reached. 

The detailed breakdown of the cornputer program is presented in Appendix A. 



5.3.4 Time step 

In the dynamic simulation of buoyancy driven flows, small t h e  steps are required. For 

the present case when the time step is less than lu4 seconds for a 100 p z  diameter drop, 

the trajectory caiculations are repeatable. The program was run in M X ,  on a SGI work 

station with 100 MHz processor and Iris operating system (version 5.3). The t h e  to 

capture for a 100 prn diameter drop is about two minutes. The time varies depending on 

the output of the random number generator, and the extent of drop tracking information 

requested. 

L 5.4 urnemal Results 

A typical trajectory for a 100 Pm diameter drop, starting h m  x= I S  mm and y=62 mm. is 

s h o w  in Figure 5.4.a. ï h e  drop trajectory is elliptical with the centeroid at the upper 

center. Al1 drops move in clockwise direction. The figure clearly shows that drops 

emerge from the bubble street above an elevation of 62 mm. An annotated sketch of the 

zone affected by the mixing action of bubbles is s h o w  in figure 5.4.b. The boundary 

distinguishes imer orbits (unaffected by bubble induced mixing) and outer orbits (where 

drops enter and exit the mixing zone once per cycle). Once drops enter the outer orbits 

they do not return to inner loops. 

As mentioned in section 5.3.2, the elevation that drops emerge from the mixing zone is 

specified by the random number generator. Only drops that are close enough to the gas- 

liquid interface enter the calm region at the boaom of the upper phase where they are 

recovered at the liquid-liquid interface. Drops othenvise recirculate. It is worth noting 

that for the sarnple calculation shown, over 74% of the drop recovery time is predicted to 

be spent in imer orbits. The impact of bandwidth (which defines the boundary of mixing 

zone) on drop recovery rate and the boundary between the inner and outer orbits is 

addressed in sections 5.4.5.1 and 5 AS.2 respectively. 
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Figure 5.4.b - An annotated sketch of bubble 

induced mixing on the right half of the 

upper phase. 

5.4.2 Capture zone 

Drops exiting the bubble street may be close enough to the gas-liquid interface, so that 

their trajectory takes them to the liquid-liquid interface. Such trajectories define the 

boundary of the Capture Zone which varies with drop size. This zone is shown in Figure 

5.5 for a 100 pm diarneter &op. A portion of the capture zone boundary adjacent to the 

liquid-liquid interface falls outside of the range of the experimental data. Due to 

restrictions in measuring the velocities of drops close to the liquid-liquid interface, the 



experimental velocity distribution within 2 mm of this boundary is not defined. 

Consequently, the predictions of the model are sensitive to the assumed continuous 

velocity gradient in this region and the velocity value assumed for the liquid-liquid 

interface. In the model, the velocity gradient close to this boundary is assumed to be 

linear with a zero velocity at the liquid-liquid interface. Higher order velocity gradients 

(e-g. polynomial velocity distribution functions) and non zero velocities at this boundary 

reduce the size of the capture zone and reduce fine drop recovery rates. The importance 

of this boundary is discussed in section 5.4.5.2. 

1 O 20 JO 40 

Ohtance ham bubble port (mn) 

Figure 5.5 - The limiting trajectory of a 

100 pm diameter drop, defining 

the capture zone (shaded area). 

5.4.3 The effect of drqa size on drop traiectoty 

Figures 5.6.a and b show the results of drop trajectory caiculations for srnall and large 

drops in arbitrary inner and outer orbits. The starting positions for each pair of drops is 



the same. Figure 5.6.a shows that larger drops in inner orbits move out slower thau 

smaller drops. As one expects, large drops diverge fiom the streamlines under the 

influence of gravity more so than srnaII drops. As a consequence the trajectories of large 

drops fa11 within the trajectories of srnall drops at high elevations. At low elevations, if 

there is sufficient time, the trajectories of large drops cross those of the small ones, as is 

clearly shown in Figure 5.6.b. The trajectories othenvise approach one another but do not 

cross before the drops return to the higher elevations. Therefore small drops move out of 

the inner orbits more quickly than large drops. An example calculation where the starting 

i 20 micron . 

: Mixing zone 
i boundary 
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Oistance frorn bubble port (mm) 

boundary 

! 
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Figure 5.6- Trajectories for 100 prn diameter drops and 20 pm diameter drops inside 

the, a) inner orbits and b) outer orbits. x marks the point of intersections 

of the trajectories for 20 and 100 pm diameter drops. 



point for both drops is x=IO mm and y=60 mm reveals that a 20 prn diameter drop is 

transferred to the outer orbits within 11 1 seconds whereas a 100 pm diameter drop takes 

18 1 seconds- 

As discussed in section 2.4.1.3, if a particle moves in a non-uniform flow field, the flow 

field may induce drop rotation which in turn causes an additional force perpendicular to 

the main flow direction. Figure 5.7 shows the effect of lift force on the trajectory of a 

Ci~tanca from bubble port (m) 

Figure 5.7 - A cornparison between the trajectories of a 100 pm diameter drop, 

with and without the lift force for the inner and the outer orbit cases. 



100 p n  diameter &op. This figure shows that, the difference between the trajectories 

inside the inner orbits, with and without the lift is minor. But the effect appears to play a 

significant role in drop capture at the liquid-liquid interface. Since drops lag the fluid 

close to the liquid-liquid interface, the direction of Iift force is toward the i ~ e r  orbits 

and the direction of lift force close to the wail is toward the outer orbits. Thus the 

capture zone for 100 p m  diameter drops is closer to smaller drops thm would be 

expected based on gravity alone. In the absence of lift, the starting point for the capture 

zone is at 74.67 mm. This value drops to 74.65 mm without the lift. The difference is 

about 0.02 mm. This seems rather small to be significant but the two trajectories diverge 

close to the liquid-liquid interface. The lift force effect on srnaller drops is expected to 

be Iess than for larger drops. 

The type of 80w between the faces of the viewing ce11 is expected to be Couette flow. 

Since the maximum velocities between the two faces, at any x-y coordinate, are on the 

central plane, drops are expected to move closer to this plane of reference. Larger drops 

are affected more by the lift  force and tend to accumulate closer to the central plane. This 

additional force speeds up the movement of the larger drops to outer orbits, compared to 

the drop movement under circulation in two dimensionai case. The lift force effect on 

different drop size in z-direction can not be predicted by the present model. 

5.4.5 M~wnu action of nsrng bubbles * - . . 
5.4.5.1 . . 

rxrna - zone bandwidth 

As noted before, the bandwidth of the mixing zone was set at 2 mm for most of the 

simulations, i.e. drops crossing a vertical line 2 mm away fiom the center line of the 

bubble Street are mixed randomly before they re-enter the circulation orbit. Figure 5.8 

shows the parts of the upper phase that are unaffected by bubble induced mixing. By 

decreasing bandwidth, the portion of the upper phase affected by bubble mixing is 

decreased. 
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Figure 5.8 - The effect of variation of the parameter rnixing bandwidth on the predicted 

region unaffected by the mixing action of the rising bubbles. 

Predicted recoverv rate for 100 pm diameter d r o ~ q  

In chapter 4 it was found that fine drop recovery where a single bubble port is employed 

(center gas injection) enhances drop recovery rates compared to gravity settling. This 

result was explored with the present mode1 by comparing predictions obtained with 

equation 4.3. The prograrn was mn for 966 drops of 100 pm diameter located 

homogeneously in the experimental flow field. The rates of drop recovery were defined 

on the basis of the number of drops touching the liquid-liquid interface as a function of 

time. Figure 5.9 shows the results of computations for different mixing bandwidth values 



on the recovery of 100 p z  diameter drops and also the expenmental equivalent drop 

recovery curves (Figures 4.5 and 4.6). The model shows a high rate of drop recovery for 

bandwidth values of -2 mm compared with settling under gravity alone. As the value of 

bandwidth and the flow field are coupled experimentally, this set of computations reports 

a sensitivity analysis only. However for bandwidth values in the range of physicd 

expectations, I mm 5 bandwidrh S 4 mm. it is encouraging that recovery rates are 

predicted in excess of those obtained with gravity settling alone. This result c o n f i s  

that the assumption conceming the benefit of mixing in the bubble street is both realistic 

and an essential aspect of the recovery process. 

A direct cornparison with experimental results is difficult because of the explicit and 

implicit assumptions in the model. For example the model applies only to drops in the 

center-plane of the view ceIl and the gravity settling calculation applies to an unbounded 

O 100 200 300 400 500 
Tirne (s) 

Figure 5.9 -The effect of mixing zone bandwidth on the recovery of 100 prn diameter 

drops using the current model compared with equation 4.3 and 

experimental results (center bubbling port at a gas flux of 2 . 0 ~ 0 ~  m/s). 



medium. Further, wall and electrostatic effects are ignored in the calculations. Despite 

the differences, these results confirm that circulation loops are an effective means for 

transporting drops to the liquid-liquid interface. 

As mentioned in section 5.4.2, the exact nature of velocity profile close to liquid-liquid 

interface plays an important role with respect to fine drop recovery. For the Iimiting case 

where one simply extrapolates the horizontal velocity linearly to the boundary, based on 

the nearest adjacent grid points (2 mm and 12 mm), drop recoveries are reduced to those 

obtained under gravity settling (Figure 5.10). This is the worst case. Thus the boundary 

condition at the liquid-liquid interface is as important as the mixing in the bubble Street 

with respect to fine drop recovery. For the values of velocities equal to half of the values 

obtained fiom extrapolations in the previous case, drop recovery rates approach those 

obtained assurning a linear gradient and a zero interface velocity. As the liquid-liquid 

Figure 5.1 0-The effect of variations of velocities on liquid-liquid interface on the 

recovery of 100 pn diameter drops using the current mode1 cornpared 

with equation 4.3 (bandwidth= 2 mm. gas flux= 2 . 0 ~ 0 ~  m/s). 



interface appears immobile during experiments, the mode1 predictions are Iess sensitive 

to variation in this boundary condition than one might expect. However, these 

calculations suggest a possible limitation on the range of fluid properties where 

circulation would offer significant benefit with respect to fine drop recovery. 

. 
5,5 redrcted s ~ a  dror, concentration drstnbut 0 .  ion for 100 um diameter 

In order to predict the spatial drop concentration distribution trajectories for 12382 drops 

of 100 pm diarneter were computed. This proved to be a dificult task because the 

individual drop trajectories had to be followed consistently using time steps of  IO^ to 

Figure 5.1 1 -Grid scheme for drop binning. 



ensure stable results. A typical CPU time per simulation on a SGI workstation with 100 

MHz processor was about 15 hours. The program calculates the trajectory of every drop 

and records positions at 30 second intervals. The drops are then binned as shown in 

Figure 5.1 1. 

Drop concentrations presented in figure 5.12 exhibit a well defined maximum, midway 

between the bubble street and the wdl (gray region), and in the lower wall region 

adjacent to the liquid-liquid interface. This is in qualitative agreement with the 

experimental results for 100 pm diameter drops (see figures 4.18.a-d). The three 

Figure 5.1 2 -The spacial concentration distribution of 100 pm diarneter drops after 30 

seconds. The total number of drops left is 9473 (12382 drops initially) 

bandwidth is 2 mm. 



elements at the lower right corner are refined in figure 5.12 to show the distribution of 

drops close to the wall and the liquid-liquid interface. Since the measurement point in 

the experiments was more than 2 mm away from the Iiquid-liquid interface and the side 

wdl, only the edge of this high drop concentration zone was detected experimentaily. - 
The results of the numerical modeling presented here are in qualitative agreement with 

the expenmental work. Key features of the flow field and their roles in drop recovery are 

identified. These features include: 

Circulation loops generated by rising bubbles transport fine drops close to the liquid- 

liquid interface. 

Bubble Street randomization is a cntical aspect in the drop transport process. 

Drop recovery rate is dependent on the continuous phase velocity profile adjacent to 

the liquid-liquid interface. When this boundary is immobile the rate of drop recovery 

is greatest, 

The lift force effect retards drop capture at the liquid-liquid interface. This may 

account for the similarity in recovery rates of 100 pm diameter and 20 pm diameter 

drops observed experimentally, because 20 pm diameter drops are less afYected by lifi 

than 100 pm diameter drops. 

The numencal mode1 shows that far from boundaries. smaller drops are shifted to 

outer orbits faster than larger drops. The gravity force was found to be the parameter 

that causes this phenornenon. Close to Liquid-liquid interface gravity facilitates large 

drop capture vis-a-vis small drops. This trade off may account for the similarity of 

drop capture rates regardless of size. 



Stokes Law based predictions and the model predictions overestirnate measured 

recovery rates by a factor of 6 relative to the experimental data Over prediction was 

expected because the model only considers drops in the central plane of the ce11 and 

electrostatic and other forces were not considered. No attempt has been made at this 

time to fit the mode1 to the experimental data. 



This work stresses the combined use of expenmentai and computed results for the study 

of drop recovery from batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid dispersions. It provides a clear 

explmation for an apparently counter-intuitive empincal result, Le., that agitation 

facilitates the settling of drops from dispersions. 

A comprehensive search of the literahue showed that detailed information on the liquid 

flow and spatial drop concentration distribution in batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid 

systems was unavailable. A video technique was employed to provide the missing 

experimental data and to identify the key mechanisms related to drop recovery fiom such 

dispersions. Cornputer modeling was employed to assess details which could not be 

evaluated experimentally. Although the model over-predicts drop recovery rates it 

c o n f m s  our understanding of the physics of such flows. The model is an idedized one 

and the computed results are viewed as qualitative. No effort was made to fit the model 

results to the experimental data. The principal conclusions are: 

1. Enhanced drop liquid-liquid interface interaction is the pnmary rnechanism for 

fine drop recovery in batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid dispersions. 

2. Large drop-small drop coalescence is a secondary mechanism with respect to the 

recovery of fine drops in such systems. 

3. There is no indication that drops in the size range of interest (drops in 20 pm-100 



Fm in diameter) coaiesce in wakes. 

4. Random agitation of the less dense liquid phase hinders &op recovery, while 

slow circulation enhances drop recovery rates significantly. 

5. The combined effects of mixing in the bubble street and circulation loops 

transport drops from the bdk  to the liquid-liquid interface efficiently. This 

transport process is largeiy independent of &op size particularly at optimum gas 

flux. 

6 .  There is an optimum number of circulation loops per unit length of interface and 

an optimum gas flux. 

7. At the optimum gas flux the recovery rates of drops in the 20 to 100 p size 

range are approxirnately equal and 5 times higher than corresponding standard 

gravity settling cases. 

8. The optimum gas flux is apparently a function of dispersion concentration. At 

high fractional recoveries, the optimum gas flux declines regardless of drop size. 

9. Computations show that srna11 drops move out of the core of the circulation loop 

faster than larger drops, while larger drops appear to possess a larger capture zone 

near the liquid-liquid interface than small drops. 

10. Numerical simulations conceming drop concentration distributions conforrn 

quaiitatively with the experimental findings and provide valuable insights into the 

roles played by shear flow (particularly at the Iiquid-liquid interface), and local 

mixing (particularly in the bubble street) in the transport of drops from the bulk 

to the liquid-liquid interface. 



In order to refine our understanding and improve quantitative assessrnent of drop 

recovery in batch gas-agitated liquid-liquid dispersions the following courses of action 

are recornmended. 

1. In order to scale up the results of these expenments, the acquisition of additional 

experimental data is warranted. The impact of gas injection on fine drop recovery 

is affected by the presence of the cell walls. Consequently, the effect of mild gas 

agitation in a three dimensional flow field in particular should be investigated. 

2. The effect of bubble size (which govems the size of mixing bandwidth) on drop 

recovery should be examined 

3. Circulation induced by intermittent gas injection shouid be investigated. 

4. More detailed information is needed conceming the hydrodynamic behavior 

around rising bubbles in bubble swarms. This applies in particular to the intensity 

of mixing in bubble wakes at different distances from the centerline of the bubble 

Street. 

5 .  The flow field close to the liquid-liquid interface plays an important role in fine 

drop recovery. The velocity profile in this region needs fùrther investigation. 



6.  The 80w field far fiom the bubble port and close to the gas-liquid irterface plays 

an important role in conveying drops to the liquid-liquid interface. The flow field 

just below the gas-liquid interface is poorly defined and also requires M e r  

experimental and theoretical study. 
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introduction 
The routine which controls the overall program sequence for drop trajectory calcdations 

is shown schematically in Figure A. 1. First the initiai drop position, physical properties 

of the continuous phase and the drop are read fiom a file (vel.inp). Then expenmental 

velocity components at 32 grid points are stored in two arrays. Veiocities at the center of 

the bubble street and along the gas-liquid interface are calculated by integration over 

experimental velocities. The values of velocities at the liquid-liquid interface and the 

wall are assumed to be zero. 

The third step is to identie the length of the re-entry zone for a particuiar bandwidth. 

Drop re-entry position is calculated based on the random numbers generated with the 

same distribution as the velocity distribution of flow coming out of the mixing zone. 

Figure A.1 -Schematic structure of drop trajectory calculation program. 



Following this step the main part of the program performs a force balance around the 

&op. The integrated positions of drops are then calculated d e r  each tirne step. 

The routines used to calculate recovery rates and spaciai &op concentration distributions 

aiso foilow the same structure as in Figure Al.  The only difference is the type and extent 

of output. 

The Program given in section A.3.4 calculates the position probability distribution for 

drops exiting the bubble Street (see figure 5.4). This distribution is matched to the 

velocity distribution of flow exiting the mixing zone. 

TRA N imalementation 

I. ist oforincipIe varidles 

ProPram lkmma 
A,B,C,D,E Constants 

BHIS Basset history 

CDENS Continuous phase density 

DELTAT Time step 

DDENS Drop density 

DUX Temporary variable for DDUX 

DUY Temporary variable for DDUY 

DDUX First derivative of drop velocity component (x-direction) 

DDUY First derivative of drop veiocity component (y-direction) 

RAD Drop radius 

RAND Random number 

SGX Gx 

SGY Gy 

SUMX Basset history integral (x-direction) 

SUMY Basset history integral (y-direction) 

U Continuous phase velocity at grid points (x-direction) 



VIS 

VX 

VY 

X 

Y 

YI 

YHIGH 

UG2 and UGf Horizontal components of continuous phase velocity above and 

below the drop 

UI Relative velocity of flow coming out of the mixing zone 

UX Dispersed phase velocity component (x-direction) 

UY Dispersed phase velocity component (y-direction) 

V Continuous phase velocity at grid points (y-direction) 

VG2 and VGI Vertical components of continuous phase velocities at the left and 

nght of the drop 

Continuous phase viscosity 

Continuous phase velocity component (x-direction) 

Continuous phase velocity component (y-direction) 

X-coordinate 

Y -coordinate 

Relative coordinate between 6.2 to 7.6 (y-direction) 

The height that the 1 s t  complete circulation loop touches the 

mixing zone. 

Mixing zone bandwidth 



. . . ctorv calctdatron mnmmula 

DlMENSlON U(6,9),V(6,9),DUX(5),DUY(5),BHIS(5),UI(l 5),Y1(15) 
DOUBLE PREClSlON A,B,C,D,E,VX,VY,UX,UYIDDUXtDDUY, 

+ U,V,~Y,BHIS,YHIGH,XBAND,RAND,SGX,SGY,UGlUG2VGl ,VG2, 
+ DRAGX,DRAGY 
NTEGER S(3) 
OPEN (1 ,FILE='vel.inp') 
OPEN (2,FILE='ran.inp') 
OPEN (3,FILE='PRO.OUT') 

C READ INITIAL POSmON OF DROP (O.O<X<4.2),(0.0<Y<7.6) 

READ ',X,Y 
Y=Y+0.8 
x=x+ 1 .O 
READ (1 ,')DDENS,CDENS,VIS,RAD,XBAND 
XBAND=XBAND+I .O 
DO 10 J=1,8 
DO 10 1=2,6 

READ (1 ,')U(I,J),V(I,J) 
10 CONTINUE 

CALL ITiME(S) 
N=S(2)*S(3) 
DO 1 1=1,15 

1 READ (2,') Yl(I),UI(I) 

DELTAT=0.0001 
A=(DDENS+CDENS/2) 
B=4.5Y IS/(A*RAD"2) 
C=-980.665'(DDENS-CDENS)/A 
0=2.53885*SQRT(CDENSV f S)/(A'RAD) 
E=6.46'1/1 S*(RAD"Z)/(SQRT(VIS/CDENS)'D DENS) 



BHiS(J)=D'DELTAT/SQRT(l .O*J) 
TIME=O.O 
K=O 
1-1 
o=o.o 
CALL HIGHY(U,V,X8AND,DELTAT,YHIGH) 
PRINT 100 

CALCULATE CONtfNUOUS PHASE VELOCiTlES IN X AND Y DIRECTION 

CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI ,X,Y,YHIGH,XBAND,N,VX,W) 
ux=m 
UY=W 
DDUX=O.O 
DDUY=O-O 
DO 5 J=1,5 

DUX(J)=DDUX 
DUY(J)=DDUY 

SUMX=O.O 
SUMY=O.O 

START CALCULATING NEW DROP POSITON IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS 

CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y+RAD,YHIGH,XBAND,N,UG) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y-RAD,YHIGH,XBAND,N,UGl ,VY) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X+RAD,YlYHIGHtXBANDtN1VX,VG2) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,Ul,X-RAD,Y,YHIGH,XBAND,N,VX,) 
SGX=SQRT(ABS(UG2-UG 1 )/(2*WD)) 
SGY=SQRT(ABS(VG2-VG 1 )/(2'RAD)) 
DO 12 J=1,5 

SUMX=SUMX+OUX(J)*BHIS(J) 
SUMY=SUMY+DUY(J)*BHIS(J) 

DDUX=(EnSGY-B)'(UX-VX)-S U MX 
DDUY=C+(EeSGX-B)*(UY-VY)-SUMY 
DUX(1 )=DOUX 
DUY(1 )=DDUY 
DO 15 J=2,5 

DUX(J)=DUX(J-1) 
DUY(J)=DUY(J-1 ) 

UX=UX+DDUX*DELTAT 
UY=UY+DDUY*DELTAT 
X=X+UX*DELTAT+0,5*DOUX*(DELTATDELTAT) 
Y=Y+UY*DELTAT+O.S*DDUY'(DELTAT'DELTAT) 

CALCULATE CONTINUOUS PHASE VELOCmES IN NEW POSlTlON 

CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y ,YHIGH,XBAND,N,VX,VY) 
TlME=TlME+DELTAT 
1=1+1 
0=l/1000.0 
IF ((O-INT(O)).EQ.O.O) GOTO 21 
IF (Y.LE.0.80) GOTO 90 
GOTO 11 



21 PRINT 25,X-1 .O,Y-O.8,TIME 
WRllE(3,25)X-1 .O1Y-O.8,TIME 
GOTO 11 

90 WRITE(3,25)X-1 ,Y-O,8,TIME 
WRITE(3,95) 

22 FORMAT(ZFiO.5) 
25 FORMAT(F6.3,3X, F6.3,3X, F6.l) 
95 FORMATCDROP HAS REACHED THE INTERFACE') 
100 F ORMAT(1 X,1X-COORD',2X,Y-COORD',2X,'llME(SEC)') 
105 STOP 

END 

3.2 Dmp recovwy rate prrrdrctmn * .  

DIMENSION U(6,9),V(6,9),DUX(S),DUY(S),BHIS(5),U 1(15),Yl(15),M(9) 
DOUBLE PRECfSlON A,B,C,D,E,VX,VY,UX,UY,DDUX,DDUY, 

+ U,V,X,YIBHIS,YHIGH,XBAND,SGXISGY,UG1 ,UG2,VG1 ,VG2, X0,YO 
INEGER S(3),CO 
OPEN (1 ,FILE='vel.inpl) 
OPEN (2,FILE='PRO.OUT) 
OPEN (3,FILE='ran.inp1) 

READ (1 ,')DDENS,CDENS,VIS,RAD,XBAND 
XBAND=XBAND+l .O 
DO 10 J=1,8 
DO 10 1=2,6 
R W D  (1 ,')U(I,J),V(I,J) 

10 CONTINUE 

DO 16 J=1,8 
V(1, J)=-(2*(V(2. J)+V(3, J)+V(4, J))+ 1 .SV(5, J)+0.2'1/(6, J)) 

16 U(1, J)=O.O 
DO 17 1=2,6 

U(1,9)=-7 .67'(0.2*U(111)+1 .2'U(1,2)+2*(U(ll3)+U(I,4)+U(I,5) 
# + +U(i16)+U(i,7))+1 .4*U(1,8)) 

17 V(1,9)=0.0 
U(1,9)=0.0 
V(1,9)=0.0 
U(l,1)=0.0 
V(1,1)=0.0 

CALL ITIME(S) 
N=S(2)*S(3) 
DO 1 1=1,15 

1 READ (3,") YI(I),UI(I) 



B=4SVIS/(A'RAD"2) 
C=-980.665*(DDENS-CDENS)IA 
D=2.53885*SQRT(CDENSViS)/(A*RAD) 
E=6.46YIS*(RAD7)/(SQRT(VWCDENS)*DDENS) 
DO 2 J=1,5 

2 BHIS(J)=D*DELTAT/SQRT(l P J )  
K=O 
CALL HIGHY(U,V,XBAND,DELTAT,YHIGH) 

C CALCULATE CONTlNUOUS PHASE VELOCmES IN X AND Y DIRECTION 

00 35 K=1,23 
X=l .O+K*O. 18 

DO 35 L=1,42 
Y=O.8+L*O. 1 8 

TIME=O.O 
I=O 
O=O.O 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X~Y,YHIGH,XBANUtN,VXIVY) 
UX=VX 
UY=W 
DDUX=O.O 
DDUY=O.O 
DO 5 J=1 ,S 

DUX(J)=DDUX 
5 DUY(J)=DDUY 

SUMX=O.O 
SUMY=O.O 

C START CALCULATlNG NEW DROP POSITON IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS 

CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y+RADtYHIGHlXBAND,N,UG2,VY) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y-RAD,YHIGH,XBAND,N,UGl,VY) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,Ut,X+RAD,Y,YHIGH,XBAND,N,VX,2) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X-RAD,Y,YHIGH,XBAND,N,VX,l ) 
SGX=SQRT(ABS(UG2-UG 1 )/(2*RAD)) 
SGY=SQRT(ABS(VGZ-VG 1 )/(2*FIAD)) 
DO 12 J=1,5 

SUMX=SUMX+DUX(J)*BHIS(J) 
SUMY=SUMY+DUY(J)*BHIS(J) 

DDUX=(E'SGY-B)*(UX-VX)-SUMX 
DDUY=C+(E*SGX-B)*(UY-VY)SUMY 
DUX(1 )=DDUX 
DUY(1 )=DDUY 
DO 15 J=2,5 

DUX(J)=DUX(J-1 ) 
DUY(J)=DUY(J-1 ) 

UX=UX+DDUX*DELTAT 
UY=UY+DDUY'DELTAT 
X=X+UX*DELTAT+O.S*DDUX*(DELTATDELTAT) 
Y=Y+UY*DELTAT+OS*DDUY'(DELTATDELTAT) 



C CALCULATE CONTtNUOUS PHASE VELOCITIES IN NEW POSmON 

CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,Uf,X,Y,YHIGHtXBAND~N,~,VY) 

TIME=TIME+DELTAT 
1=1+1 
0=1/300000.0 
IF (Y.LE.0.8) THEN 
M(INT(O+l ))=M(INT(O+l ))+1 
GOTO 35 
ENDIF 
GOTO 11 

35 CONTINUE 
PRlNT 25,(M(l),I=i ,9) 

25 FORMAT(9(14,2X)) 
105 STOP 

END 

. - . .  acral drpp concentra n drst&utroa 

C Main Program 

DIMENSION U(6,9),V(6,9),DUX(5),DUY(S),BHIS(S),UI(15),Yl(l5) 
DOUBLE PREClSlON A,B,C,D,E,VX,VY,UX,UY,DDUX,DDUY, 

+ U,V,X,Y,BHIS,YHlGH,XBAND,SGX,SGY,UGi ,UG2,VGl ,VG2,XO,YO 
INTEGER S(3),CO 
OPEN (1 ,FILE='vel.inpD) 
OPEN (2,FILE='ran.inp1) 
OPEN (4,FI LE='PRO.OUT) 
OPEN (S,FILE='I .OUT) 
OPEN (8,FILE='2.OUT) 
OPEN (1 O,FILE='3.0UT) 

READ (1 ,')DDENS,CDENS,VIS,RAD,XBAND 
XBAND=XBAND+l .O 
DO 10 J=1,8 
DO 10 1=2,6 

READ (1 ,')U(I, J)DV(LJ) 
10 CONTINUE 



CALL ITiME(S) 
N=S(2)*S(3) 
DO 1 1=1,15 

1 READ (2,') Y I(I),Ul(I) 

DO 2 J=1,5 
2 BHiS(J)=D'DELTAT/SQRT(l .O*J) 

K=O 
CALL HIGHY(U,V,XBAND,DELTAT,YHIGH) 

C CALCULATE CONTiNUOUS PHASE VELOCMES IN X AND Y DIRECTION 

M=l .O 
DO 35 K=1,22 
X=1 .O+k'O.i 8 
DO 35 L=1,41 
Y=0.8+Le0. 18 
TIME=O.O 
i =O 
o=o.o 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y,YHIGH,X8AND,N,VX,VY) 
UX=W 
UY=W 
DDUX=O.O 
DDUY=O.O 
DO 5 J=1,5 

DUX(J)=DDUX 
5 DUY(J)=DDUY 

SUMX=O.O 
SUMY=O.O 

C START CALCULATING NON DROP POSITON IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS 

11 CALL FLOW(U,V.YI,UI,X,Y+RAD,YHIGHlXBANDNUG2,VY) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X,Y-RAD,YHIGH,XBAND,N,UGl ,VY) 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI,UI,X+RAD,YlYHIGHlXBANDlNtVXlVG2) 
CALL FLOW(U,V.YI,UI,X-RADIYIYHIGH,XBANDINIVXIVG1) 
SGX=SQRT(ABS(UG2-UG1)/(2*RAD)) 
SGY=SQRT(ABS(VG2-VG 1 )/(2'RAD)) 
DO 12 J=1,5 

SUMX=SUMX+DUX(J)'BHIS(J) 
12 SUMY=SUMY+DUY(J)*BHIS(J) 

DDUX=(E*SGY-B)'(UX-VX)-SUMX 
DDUY=C+(E*SGX-B)*(UY-VY)-SUMY 
DUX(1 )=DDUX 



DUY(1 )=DDUY 
DO 15 J=2,5 

DUX(J)=DUX(J-1) 
15 DUY(J)=DUY(J-1 ) 

UX=UX+DDUX'DELTAT 
UY=UY+DDUY*DELTAT 
X=X+UX*DELTAT+O,S'DDUX*(DELTAT+DELTAT) 
Y=Y+UY*DELTAT+O.S*DDUY*(DELTATDELTAT) 

C CALCULATE CONTINUOUS PHASE VELOCITIES IN NEW POSlTlON 
CALL FLOW(U,V,YI, UI,X,Y,YHIGH,XBANDINIVXIVY) 

TIME=TIME+OELTAT 
1=1+1 
0=1/300000.0 
IF (I.GE.300000) GOTO 90 
IF (Y.LE-0.8) GOTO 34 
GOTO il 
PRlNT 25,INT(X+0,8)-1.0,i NTt/+0.2)-O.O1INT(O),M 
WRITE(4,25) INT(X+0.8)-1 .O,INT(Y+0.2)-0.Ol lNT(O),M 
IF ((XGT.4.2).AND.(Y.LT.3.8)) THEN 
XO=3.2+0.2*1 NT(5'(X-4.21)) 
IF (Y.LT.1.8) GOTO 91 
IF (Y.LT.2.8) GOTO 92 
IF (Y.LT.3.8) GOTO 93 
WRlTE (5,25) XOl0.2*I NT(5'(Y-0.8)),INT(O), M 
GOTO 95 
WRITE (8,25) XO, 1+0.2'1NT(S*(Y-1.8)),iNT(O),M 
GOTO 95 
WRITE (1 0,25) XO,~+O.~*I NT(S*(Y-2.8)), I NT(O), M 
END IF 
M=M+l 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(F6.2,3X,F6.2,3X,I3,3x1 15) 
FORMAT(1 XllX-COORD',2Xl1Y-COORD'12Xt'TIME(SEC)') 
STOP 
END 

L .  . . andom number probabrlrty drstrrbutrotz 

C-==== --- -- ---- - - --- 
C Main Program 

DIMENSION U(6,9),V(6,9), Ul(l5),Yl(l 5),UC(l4),YlC(?4) 
DOUBLE PREClSlON U,V,X,Y,YHiGH,XBAND,SEGIVICCISUMl 

* UIC,YIC,VIC,DDENS,CDENSIVISIRAD,DELTAT 
OPEN (1 ,FILE='vel.inp') 
OPEN (2,FILE='ran.inp1) 
READ (1 ,')DDENS,CDENS,VIS,RADIX%AND 
XBAND=XBAND+l .O 
DO 10 J=1,8 
DO 1 O 1=2,6 

READ (1 ,')U(Ii J),V(Ii J) 
10 CONTINUE 



00 16 J=1,8 
V(1, J)=-(2*(W, J)+V(3, J)+V(4, J))+l.2V(5,J)+0.2V(6, J)) 

16 U(1, J)=O.O 
DO 17 l=2,6 

U(I,9)=1.67'(0.2*U(l, 1)+1.2'U(1,2)+2*(U(I,3)+U(1,4)+U(1,5) 

CAL1 VELOCI(U,X,YIC(I),UIC(i)) 
SUM=SUM+UIC(I)'SEG 
Y lC(i)=SEG*l/(8.4-Y H M )  

VICC=O.O 
DO 7 1=1 , l4  

VI CC=VICC+UIC(I)'SEG 
UIC(I)=ViCC/SUM 

LO=15 
DO 8 1=1,14 

LO=LO-1 
Yi(i)=Ylc(Lo) 
ul(l)=uic(Lo) 

Y1(15)=0.0 
Ul(l5)=O.O 
DO 9 1=1 , l 5  

PRINT *,YI(I),Ui(I) 
WRlTE (2,*)YI(I),Ul(l) 

FORMAT (2(W.3,2X)) 
STOP 
END 

C THIS SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE POS1TION OF THE DROP IN BOUNDARIES 

SUBROUTINE FLOW(U,VIYI.UI.X.Y.YHIGHIXBAND,N,VX,W) 
DOUBLE PRECISION U,V,X,XI,Y,VX,VY,YHIGH,XBAND 
DIMENSION U(6,9),V(6,9),Ul(15),Y1(15) 
IF (X.LT.XBAN D) GOTO 14 
IF (Y.LT.1.O) GOTO 12 
GOTO 23 



12 CALL BOUND(V,X,Y,VY) 
CALL BOUND(U,X,Y,VX) 
GOTO 40 

14 CALL RANDOM(N,YI,UI,RAND) 
Y=YHIGH+RAND*(8,4-YHIGH) 
N=N+1 
x=2.0 

23 CAL1 VELOCI(V,X,Y,VY) 
CAL1 VELOCI(U,X,Y,VX) 
IF (Y-GT-8.4) VY=O.O 
IF (XGE.5.2) VX=-VX 

40 RETURN 
25 FORMAT(F6.3,3X,F6.3,3X,F5.2) 

END 

C THIS SUBROUTiNE EVALUATES CONTiNUOUS PHASE VELOCmES IN X AND Y 
C DIREClïONS 

SUBROUTINE VELOCI(VEL,X,Y,UORV) 
DOUBLE PRECISION VEL,X,Y,UORV,ALPHA,BETA 
DIMENSION VEL(6,9) 
ALPHA=C/-I NT(Y)) 
BETA=(X-I NT(X)) 
UORVz(1 -ALPHA)*(l -BETA)VEL(I NT(X), l NT(Y))+ALPHA*(l -BETA)' 

+ VEL(INT(X), INT(Y+l ))+B€TAYI -ALPHA)VEL(INT(X+l ),INT(Y))+ 
+ ALPHA'B ETAVEL(INT(X+l ), INT(Y+I )) 

RETüRN 
END 

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VELOClTlES CLOS T0  LIQUID- 
C LlQUlD INTERFACE. 

SUBROUTINE BOUND(VEL,X,Y,UORV) 
DOUBLE PRECISION VEL,X,Y,BETA,UORV 
DIMENSION VEL(6,9) 
5 ETA=(X-I NT(X)) 
UORV=(I -BETA)VEL(INT(X), 1 NT(Y+I ))+BETAVEL(l NT(X+1), 
INT(Y+I )) 
UORV=UORv*((Y-0.8)/0.2) 
RETURN 
END 

C THIS FOtLOWlNG SUBROUTINES GENERATE THE RANDOM NUMBERS BASED 
C ON THE FLUlD VELOCITY PROFILE CLOSE TO GAS-LIQUID INTERFACE 

SUBROUTINE RANDOM(N,YI,UI,RAND) 
DIMENSION Yl(l5),Ul(lS) 
REAL U ,RAND 
CALL RANDN(N,U) 



J=15 
5 J=J-1 

IF (U.LT.UI(J)) THEN 
RAND=(U-UI(J+?))*C/I(J+I )-YI(J))/(UI(J+l)-UI(J))+YI(J+l) 
GOTO 18 
ENDIF 
GOTO 5 

18 R€TURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE RANDN(N,U) 
REAL U 
INTEGER N,NO 
NO=N 
NO=N0'843314861+453816693 
IF (NO.LT.0) THEN 
NO=N0+2147483647+1 
ENDIF 
U=NO*O.46566 1259 
RETURN 
END 

C THE FOLLOWlNG SUBROUTlNES CALCULATE THE HEIGHT THAT THE 
C ClRCULATlNG LOOPS TOUCH THE MlXlNG BANDWDTH 

SUBROUTlNE HIGHY(U,V,XBAND,DELTAT,YHIGH) 
DOUBLE PREClSlON U,V,Y,VY,VX,X,XBAND,YHlGH 
CALL BAND(U,XBAND,Y) 
X=XBAND 

10 CALL VELOCI(V,X,Y,VY) 
CALL VELOCl(U,X,Y,VX) 
IF ((2.0-X).LT.O.O) GOTO 20 
X=X+UX*DELTAT 
Y=Y+VY'DELTAT 
GOTO 10 

20 YHIGH=Y 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE BAND(U,XBAND,Y) 
DOUBLE PREClSlON U,XBAND,Y,VX,X 
Y=8.4 
X=XBAND 

1 O Y=Y-û.001 
CALL VELOCI(U,X,Y,VX) 
IF (UX.LT.O.0) GOTO 20 
GOTO 10 

20 RETURN 
END 
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